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ichards final candidate 
e final candidate for the 
idency of Eastern, Hilda 
ards, will conduct inter-
s with various groups 
ay and Friday in the 1895 
of the Martin Luther King 
iversity Union. 
ichards is the current 
ost and vice president for 
emic affairs at Indiana 
ersity of Pennsylvania in 
a, Penn. 
er administrative term 
at IUP in 1986 after she 
ed as the Dean of the 
ge of Health and Human 
ices at Ohio University 
1979 to 1986. 
e also served as the associ-
ean of academic affairs at 
gar Evers College, City 
ersity of New York in New 
City from 1976 to 1979. 
fore receiving a post-doc-
certificate in 1981 from the 
ute for Educational Man-
ent from Harvard Univer-
in Cambridge, Mass., she 
'ved her Ed.D. in 1976 from 
her's College, Columbia 
ersity in New York City, 
a specialization in educa-
institutions. 
1971, she received her 
.A. from New York 
ersity with specialization in 
administration. She also 
ed her M.Ed. in 1965 from 
Interview schedule 
All interviews will be conducted 
in the 1895 Room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
DAY ONE: 
7 a.m. Breakfast with selected 
search-committee members. 
8-9 a.m. Interview with search 
committee. 
9-10 a.m. Interview with depart-
ment chairpersons. 
10-11 a.m. Interview with deans, 
associate and assistant deans and 
associate and assistant vice pres-
ident for academic affairs. 
11 a.m.-12 p.m. Interview with 
vice presidents and president's 
council members. 
12-1 p.m. Lunch with selected 
search committee members. 
1-2 p.m. Interview with Student 
Senate, other student organiza-
tions and members of the stu-
dent body. 
2-3 p.m. Interview with Faculty 
Senate. 
3-4 p.m. Interview with academ-
ic councils. 
Teachers College, Columbia 
University in New York City 
with specialization in curricu-
lum and instruction and psychi-
atric/mental health nursing. 
Richards received her bache-
4-5 p.m. Interview with Board 
of Directors for EIU Alumni 
Association and Foundation. 
5-6:30 p.m. Dinner with selected 
search committee members. 
7-8:30 p.m. Open reception with 
friends of Eastern (All universi-
ty-affiliated groups and the gen-
eral public are invited). 
DAYIWO: 
7 a.m. Breakfast with selected 
search-committee members. 
8-9 a.m. Campus tour. 
9-10:30 a.m. Open interview. 
10:30-11 :30 a.m. Tour of presi-
dent's home and community. 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Lunch 
with selected search-committee 
members. 
12:30-1:30 p.m. Interview with 
administrative and professional 
employees. 
1 :30-2:30 p.m. Interview with 
union representatives. 
2:30-3:30 p.m. Interview with 
civil-service employees. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. Exit interview 
with search committee. 
lor's degree from Hunter 
College, City University of New 
York in New York City in 1961. 
She received her diploma in 
+ Continued on page 2A 
Fall Sports Guide 
Section B 
0 0 ® 
KEVIN KILHOFFER/ Staff photographer 
Diggin' Deep 
John Murbarger, of Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company, routes a 
telephone line Wednesday afternoon, for a new elevator at the Fine 
Arts building. 
cal man charged Ray Charles to perform Nov. 7 
ith passing HIV virus 
he attorney defending a 
charged with criminal 
smission of the HIV virus 
harleston plans to argue the 
secution's key law is 
onstitutional in a court 
arance next month. 
attoon attorney Greg 
elli filed a motion Tuesday 
behalf of Timothy Lunsford 
Charleston to dismiss the 
rges. He will present the 
e Sept. ·24, probably in a 
ch trial. 
unsford, 24, of 40 Madison 
e. has been charged with 
inal transmission of HIV, 
virus that causes AIDS, as a 
ult of the alleged rape of a 
ttoon woman on July 14. 
Lunsford apparently con-
ted the virus about a year 
Circuit Court Judge Ashton 
Iler ruled testimony by 
ttoon police detective Larry 
tzelaar showed enough evi-
nce for Lunsford to stand 
case will become a test of the 
3-year-old law he calls "poorly 
worded." Among his arguments 
are the law is too broad and 
lacks specific criteria for impo-
sition of criminal penalties. 
A finding in Lunsford 's 
favor will not result in the case 
being thrown out statewide, 
only within the Fifth Judicial 
Circuit where the case will be 
heard. 
Lunsford allegedly attacked 
the woman at her apartment 
July 14 after he and another 
man visited her to ask her if she 
wanted to buy drugs. 
The woman had heard from 
another source that Lunsford 
was HIV positive before the 
alleged incident. However, he 
did not tell her himself. 
Challenging charges on con-
stitutional grounds rather than 
the innocence of the defendant 
is an unusual tactic, according 
to Assistant State's Attorney 
Mark Novak. 
When a technical or legal 
question lies at the center of 
defense strategy, attorneys will 
often advise clients to request 
bench trials. 
By LAURA DURNELL 
News editor 
Legendary soul singer Ray 
Charles has been signed as the 
featured act for Parents Week-
end 1992. 
David Milberg, director of 
student activities, said Wednes-
day that Charles will perform at 
8 p.m., Nov. 7 in Lantz Gym. 
Mailers were sent out to mem-
bers of the Eastern Parents Club 
last week, and additional mailers 
will be sent to all parents some-
time this week. 
"It worked out well as far as 
tour schedule, name recognition 
and the fact he has not per-
formed here before," Milberg 
said. "He is the type of per-
former who has appeal to stu-
dents and parents." 
Charles will be the third fea-
tured act at Parents Weekend 
who is an African-American. In 
1990 UB brought in a Motown 
Review which featured such acts 
as The Platters and The Mar-
velettes. Last year, The Temp-
ations were selected to be the 
headline performers. 
"I don ' t think there ' s any 
deliberate pattern, " Milberg 
said. "We just look at who's 
Ray Charles 
available and who's attractive to 
both students and parents. Music 
of that type appeals more to stu-
dents and parents." 
The acts for the last two 
Parents Weekends were both sell 
outs, which Milberg said consti-
tutes 4,500 seats. He said that 
Crystal Gail, the act for Parents 
Weekend 1989, only had 3,500 
seats. 
Milberg said the projected 
cost for bringing Charles to 
Eastern is estimated as more 
than $40,000. So far a lot of 
other expenses have not been 
added in, but Milberg said it has 
been more or less than that as 
with other Parents Weekend 
Concerts. 
Charles has had a productive 
year. Besides continuing to 
appear in Pepsi commercials, 
which he has done since 1990, 
he has also received various 
awards. One of the awards was 
on Feb. 15 from the Los 
Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors and the Los Angeles 
County Library, which made 
Charles the Black History 
Month honoree for 1992. 
Charles started his musical 
career when he enrolled as a stu-
dent at the State School for the 
Deaf and Blind. 
Charles' opening act is 
Derique McGee who Milberg 
said performs a 30-minute show 
of music and mime entitled the 
"Mystique of Derique." 
According to a press release 
from Kramer Magnan Agency, 
Inc, "Derique begins his act 
strapped to a life-sized doll. The. 
two of them begin an eccentric 
dance with waltzing, acrobatics 
and a moonwalk that competes 
with Michael Jackson." 
Thursday, September 10, 1992 
AHA accepting nominations Timber Creek 
Stables. no. By JENNIFER KROGH 
Staff writer 
The Residence Hall Assoc-
iation will be accepting nomina-
tions for the positions of secretary 
and treasurer at Thursday's meet-
ing which will be held in 
Pemberton Hall at 5 p.m. 
After the nominations are taken, 
the representatives from the halls 
will vote for the best candidate, 
according to Rich Ruscitti, RHA 
president. 
In other business, RHA will also 
discuss the retreat which will be 
held from Sept. 18 to 20. 
Presentations are usually presented 
by members of RHA dealing with 
issues relevant to society today. 
Previous topics have been cultural 
diversity and racial issues. 
"Whoever wants to do a pre-
sentation can contact me on what 
topic they want to di.scuss," 
Ruscitti said. 
Also, they will begin to assign 
drivers to transport the members to 
and from the retreat at Camp New 
Hope. 
"We will also arrange for drivers 
to leave earlier in order to bring 
people back earlier that weekend if 
necessary," Ruscitti said. 
Ruscitti plans to make a list of 
things to bring to the retreat for 
those who are going. 
The entire retreat will cost $2. 
"In the past, there have been peo-
ple who couldn't come up with the 
$2 so we will spot them the 
money," Ruscitti said. "I can guar-
antee that everyone will have a 
good time on the retreat, that's 
why I am willing to do this." 
People will also be able to sign 
up for the committee of their 
choice at the meeting. Ruscitti 
said, "Although people aren't told 
what committee they must go on, 
but if there is an unbalanced num-
ber of people on committees we 
try to spread it out a bit. 
"We will also begin to think 
about homecoming," Ruscitti said. 
In the past, according Ruscitti, 
they have picked a king and queen 
and made a float, but the decision 
each year entirely relies upon the 
group decisions. 
Horsebadc Riding 
S7.50!Hour 
BElrdmes. HorsestvJes. Hay RKies. Voley'of.t Horsebfd 
Open 9 AM. to D.Jslc 217-268-3717 
Cidn:fiorn · · sAicm• trre sd\cnf\U& 45. hn3na 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Richards 
• Continued from page 2A 
nursing from St. John's School 
of Nursing in St. Louis, Miss. in 
1956. 
Richards is also a published 
writer, who has written approx-
imately 22 articles. One of her 
recent publications is titled, 
"African American Women.,s 
Roles and Power Relationships in 
Predominately White Universi-
ies." 
She also has given almost 30 
presentations, which include such 
topics as "Leadership/Mentoring" 
and "Major issues in Higher 
-_,, __ ·- _,, ___ ..... ---
Education in the United States." 
Richards won the special 
recognition award from the 
National Black Nurses' 
Association in 1991 and the 
Athena Award from the Business 
and Professional Women's Club 
of Indiana in 1991. 
BREAKFAST 
7 Days A Week 
Complete Breakfast 
menu! 
including: 
Correction 
The "Larger Than Life" 
Open House on Tues., 
Sept. 15 is sponsored 
by 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER • Pancakes 
• Omelettes 
1111~~;;~: 
DOZEN RED ROSES ~ 
$14.95 WRAPPED 
$ 19.95 VASED 
• ttuevos Rancheros 
• much more! 
The News regrets the 
error from Wednesday's 
advertisement. 
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES 
$ 13.95 VASED 
7th and Madison 345-7427 
1335 MONK.OE 345-3919 
Aunt Martha's 
Unique Gifts 
Charleston's Largest Selection of 
• Balloons • Norfin Trolls® 
• Stuffed Animals • Novelty Gifts 
• Gourmet Coffee • Baskets & 
& Teas Wicker Furniture 
• Balloon • Balloon 
Wrap Decorations 
Delivery Available 
22 Lincoln• 348-024 
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MOTHER'S 
"The place to be on Thursday" 
25¢ drafts 
(Only cold, premium quality draft beer) 
$1 bottles 
(Bud, Bud Light, Lite, MGD) 
$1 Shooter Specials 
25¢ Hot Dogs and Jalapeno Sausage 
D 
GRADES ARE LOW HOMEWORK'S LATE YOUR Bl 
GETS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DAT 
ACNE'S BAD 
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED SOMEONE )US 
TOLD YOU /YA AIN'T GOT NO CLAS 
MONEY'S SHOR 
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT YOUR POP WILL THINK YOU'RE A SPEND THRHT I 
WE'LL PUT THAT SMILE ON YOUR FACE! WE'LL HELP YOU BACK 
THAT RACE! 'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB OR YUMMY GOOD CL 
CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE ON YOUR SOUR MU 
JIMMY JOHN'S GOURMET SUB 
''WE'LL BRING'ENI T<> YA 
345 107 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN.'S 
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
---- ~-
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arren targets issues in speech 
Heated topics including employment, health care 
d education were top priority in a speech given 
when Warren listed a handful of union groups giv-
ing him their endorsements. Warren told listeners, 
if elected, he, aims to create and retain Illinois jobs 
with tax breaks and incentives. 
After losing both parents in just more than a 
month several years ago, Warren said he was 
moved to pursue health care reform including a 
national plan caring for all Americans. 
Democrat Bill Warren, candidate for the 53rd 
Jinois State Senate District, at Wednesday's 
ung Democrats meeting in Coleman Hall. 
Warren, of Sangamon County, drew a crowd of 
students and started his speech with background 
ormation about his life, business experience and 
"Health care is sky high and there is a need for 
health care reform and cost containment." he 
added. 
rest in politics as a politiCal science major at 
y State University in Murray, Kentucky. 
"There is $67 billion being sent through the 
industry. I'd like to see the state step in." 
"This is the most important election in the U.S. 
use of all the issues," Warren said. "It's also 
rtant because this is the first time I ever ran 
because J. also have never held an elective 
The third issue, concerning education, was a bill 
- termed Income Dependent Education Assistance 
- sponsored by Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., in which a 
new student loan program would eliminate banks 
and involve direct loans to all students through the 
federal government and college campuses. 
ce." 
The employment issue was brought to the light 
AA finally gets back to business 
airs will vote on an amend-
t to establish "Review of the 
~ors" subcommittees at their 
ular meeting at 2 p .m. 
sday in the Arcola-Tuscola 
of the Martin Luther King 
University Union. 
e CAA will set up a tenta-
schedule for review of the 
· and assign a subcommittee 
each project," CAA chair 
teen Shank said. 
e evaluation of the major is 
ized around specific goals 
and objectives that, when accom-
plished, provide a set of courses 
with connections defining inter-
nal structure. 
In the outline of the evalua-
tion, it states there should be at 
least three aspects to merit in-
depth study in any major. The 
three aspects are: 
• A set of learning experi-
ences, concentrated to the extent 
that the student learns the com-
plex structure of knowledge and 
theory of the discipline. Lastly, 
the kinds of questions it asks and 
how one attempts to answer 
these questions. 
• The major should relate that 
particular discipline to other dis-
ciplines. 
• Majors should teach the his-
torical and philosophical roots of 
the discipline, its social implica-
tions and its values and ethics. 
In the evaluation of majors, 
the academic major must be 
defined as a curricular element 
which will permit students to 
make an in-depth inquiry into an 
academic or professional field of 
study. 
The council set up a format of 
four subcommittees, which will 
have one member representing 
the unit, three council members 
and one student member. 
SU member Ronald Zimmerman was misquot-
the article printed Wednesday in The Daily 
ernNews. 
should take into consideration their participation 
in our events. And Delta Tau Delta hasn't showed 
any participation in BSU events. 
e said he is suggesting to BSU that if they are 
icipate in any organization's events, we 
The News regrets the error. 
PRICED TO MOVE 
IU DORM FRIDGES 
$25 
$25 till May '93 
Free Delivery 
345-7083 
(217) 345-2380 
~-Rum drinks 
50¢ Off 
12 oz. drafts 
$1.oo 
BUCK 
NITE 
$1 Miller Genuine Draft Light 
Bottles 
$1 Kamikaze 
$1 Screwdrivers 
$1 Tom Collins 
GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT! 
3A 
COACH BDDY1S 
Panther Sport Shoppe 
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5 
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
THUKSDAYTHKUSUNDAY 
SIDEWALK SALB 
Nike 
Reebok 
INSIDE THE 
·STORE Sau cony 
Adidas 
Sau cony 
SHOES A via Mitre 
Converse 25°/o off 
• 
Se~on 
Pro-Team Hats 
& Apparel 
NFL • NBA • MLB • NHL 
Now 25°/o off 
Ad·. & Fitted 
Men's 
Women's & Kids 
Nike Apparel 
Jackets, T's & 
Shorts 
Now 25% off 
UMBKO 
Great Selections 
Now 
7:Jo -
usse 
V-Neck Shirts 
Now T 
Now 
60°/o off 
uge e ec ion 
NCAA HATS 
Now • 25°/o off ~ 
Florida - Duke 
- Notre Dame 
Men's - Women's - Kids 
Reebok Apparel 
incl. 
BLACKTOP 
Now 25°/o off 
2 - Big Rae 
Russell • Nike • 
Reebok 
50°/o off 
Adidas • Gimmie 
usse 
Crewneck Irregulars 
Now "'Y 
o er 
EIU ·T's & 
Sweats 
Now'?' 
CLEATS • X·TRAINING • RUNNING • BASKETBALL 
OUTSIDE THE 
STORE 
SHOES 
NIKE - REEBOK - ADIDAS AND MANY MORE! 
TED'S I 
the JUN CTI O...._N ____ -----. 
Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area 
fj, ..{ 
TONIGHT-SLIDE SHOW 
SPECIAL EXPORT NITE 2 5·¢ Special Export Light Old Style-Popcorn 
· Mil Best-Hot Dogs 
1.00 MIXERS-D.J. STEVE HOPE 
WHY PAY $2 COVER SOMEWHERE ELSE? 
NO COVER 
The JUNCl10N offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 
6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental. 
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNCl10N 
in the Union or call 581-3616. 
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35). 
LEAGUE TIMES ••• 
6:30 p .m. & 9 p.m ... Monday Night COED 
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m .. . Tuesday Night COED' 
4:30 p.m .. ... ... ... Peterson Poin~ (Indv.) Wed. 
7:00 p .m ....... . ... Wednesday Night Men 
Location . • • North end of UNION STATION 
Hours ... M-TH . . . 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
F . . .. . . . 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p .m. 
Sat. ... . . 2:00 . p .m. - 11:30 p .m. 
1 Sun . .. . . 4:00 p .m. - 10:30 p .m. l;ii! MA.:i,.IN LUTHER KING. JR. 
~ UNIVERSITY UNION 
UNION 
BOWLING 
LANES 
o!~~ Eastern News. 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1992 
Scholarship gaine 
is an e~sy thing 
to play at Eastern 
Tough times have seemingly spared no one . 
in the search for a college education, and 
often the need. to get the education can take 
priority over the way they get it. 
The Afro-American Studies department 
· now offers 10 scholarships to students with 
the Afro-American studies major - the intent 
being to draw more students into this area of. 
study. 
Eastern' s ROTC also offers money to stu-
dents who may have an interest in serving the . 
military as a career. 
But in each instance, the university is left 
vulnerable by certain des-
Edlton• al perate stude~ts who see 
.a:. _______ an opportunity to get a 
semester - and even 
sometimes a year - of free education. 
While there is a definite need to attract 
more majors to Afro-American studies at 
Eastern for the major to survive, students 
could easily take the major for a year - taking 
mostly general education - and then drop the 
major after they are done. 
The ROTC program can be worked just as 
easily, with student dropping out after either a 
semester or a year's work. 
This is the scholarship game; when college 
students are in desperate need of money, they 
will go to any extent to get some funds. 
Departments should set departmental rules 
and certain stipulations to persons inquiring to 
become a new major. There should be certain 
guidelines new majors should have to follow, 
. especially when money is involved. Depart-
ments should be more rigorous when decid-
ing who to offer funds because some very 
needy student could just very well be stripped 
of money which belonged to him. 
There are students that actually do have a 
change of heart and do feel they get a change 
in direction during college. This is what makes 
these types of scholarships so easily taken 
advantage of and is the main problem that 
needs to be addressed. 
Oftentimes, national scholarship awards 
demand that a student work for at Least two 
. years in their field after graduation or pay the 
money back. 
Solid ways to financially aid students should 
be done at every instance. But, in some cases, 
the word "solid" does not fit into the plans. 
Those who corrupt the pub-
lic mind are just as evil as 
those who steal from the 
public purse. 
... 
Even a salamander could win this race 
Well, the statistics are in. It 
seems that in a recent political poll, 
both George Bush and Bill Clinton 
are being edged out of the race by 
a surprise newcomer. 
A South American salamander 
named Frank has unofficially 
entered the presidential race. · 
It seems that Frank (the sala-
mander) has views on regurgita-
tion that are better than anything 
Bush (the president) or Clinton (the Chris 
non-amphibious) has had to say in Karwowski 
recent memoiy. 
Worried about this sudden upstart, both candidates 
released statements to the press. Bush, in a press confer-
ence, said, "Well I would never regurgitate by choice, 
but if one of the members of my family chose to, then I 
would respect their wishes. I would, however, tiy to talk 
them out of it or give them Pepto Bismol or something." 
Clinton, while shmoozing for votes on Nickelodean, 
admitted to regurgitating once. 
"Hey, I was in college and I had smoked a lot of pot 
the night before, so you really can't blame me. Can you? 
Besides, it's not like I fed it to my kids or anything." He 
paused. "Have I just ruined my career? Maybe I 
shouldn't have said anything." 
Ointon was visibly nervous for the rest of the show. 
The next day, however, Clinton made a surprise jump 
in the polls in reaction to the interview. In a reaction to 
this, rumQ_rs have surfaced that Bush is planning another 
visit to Japan to hopefully boost his showing in the polls. 
We'll let you know if anything comes up. 
It isn't either candidates' vomit that has grasped 
thrown the public into a furor (although Ointon's sudden, 
yet hardly surprising, bout with the stomach flu was able 
to garner some fair publid1y). It is this new and surprising 
candidate that has had the political world up in arms. 
No one seems to know anything about him. Where 
'did he come from? What are his stands? What are his 
favorite snacks? What is his sexual preference? Is he 
·computer literate or not? No one even knows whether or 
not salamanders have a sexual preference. 
I was able to get a veiy exdusive telephone conversa-
tion-with Ted Cameron, Frank's campaign manager and 
personal feeder. 
Your turn ••• 
Me (the reporter): So how is our candidate doing today? 
Ted (the campaign manager): Not too well. I think he's 
feeling a little constipated today. 
Me: What is Frank's stand of the issue of constipation? 
Ted: I don't think he likes it. He's been turning a odd 
shade of yellow and breathing kind of weird. 
Me: What are Franks views on other important issues, 
such as abortion, AIDS, the economy and the sudden 
increase in death by moose antlers. 
Ted: Well, I'm not to sure that Frank even knows what a 
moose is. He's never been out of the desert in his whole 
life. As far as the other issues, he has no comment. 
Me: No comment? Why? 
Ted: First of all, we believe that the less the public knows 
about us the better chance we will have into getting into 
the White House. RighLnow ambiguity is our chief 
weapon. We surely won't get fn on good looks or talent. 
Second of all, Frank can only communicate with a sim-
ple yes or no. He communicates like this: we put a bowl 
full of salamander yummies in front of him and ask 
question. If he eats one treat then that means yes. If 
eats two then it means no. 
Me: What if he just keeps on munching? _ 
Ted: That means that he's hungiy and leave him alone. 
Me: You are a veiy irritating mari and I refuse to talk 
you any longer. 
Ted: Okay. 
After I had hung up the phone I realized that m 
enthusiasm for Frank had not decreased one bit. In fact 
had increased by a considerable margin. 
He was a glimmer of hope in a dark sea of politi 
stagnation. It was like you were about to get sick 
were able to choose one of three diseases. Two of 
you know are pretty bad and you don't want to 
either one unless you have to. The other disease 
either be so bad it makes your whole body implode 
yourself with such force that you will take any one n 
with you. Or you could just get the chills. You just 
know. 
That's what I like abOut Frank. I've always thought 
blind hope was the best.way to pave the future. 
Both Bush and Clinton refuse to comment on the 
of constipation. 
- Chris Karwowski is a staff writer and guest col 
for The Daily Eastern News. 
'X' columnist 
knows nothing 
about blacks 
understand that, right? that this generation of blacks wI 
and are not going to tolerate 
and racism. It also lets our I 
today know that we are wait! 
call to do anything necessa 
secure ourselves and our future. 
Dear editor: 
This is in regards to the opinion on 
the part of Jamie Riley. Ms. Riley, it's 
quite obvious that you know nothing 
about the· black race, what we look 
up to or embrace and hold close. 
Personally, you are the one who 
needs to take off a day and go and 
see the movie for yourself before you 
criticize it. By Spike Lee calling for all 
blacks to skip a day of school or 
work is just to show people like 
yourself that we are a strong driving 
force. And I think that scares the hell 
out of you. 
You know, Ms. Jamie, we do have 
positive people in my race like 
Malcolm X that we can look up to. · 
Who or what in the heU do you. !)ave 
So, Ms. Jamie, you 've stepped 
well beyond your boundaries, 
because you know nothing about my 
people. Jamie, it's a black thing, 
leave it alone because you wouldn't 
understand. 
Jeanine Smith 
Malcolm sit-in 
would be a call 
to world action 
I am a student of Islam. In 
mosque, we discuss ideas of 
own as well as those of our I 
Let me tell you guys somethl 
the people looking at Elvis 
a hero. Our generation agrees 
ly with Malcolm X and not 
Shabaaz. Our people all ove 
world are tired of talking 
Dear editor: ready for action. 
If indeed Spike Lee is calling for a By the way, Malcolm did 
"sit-in," it is not because he wants tO his statement that the white 
fill his pockets. He's going to get the devil. Think about it though, 
paid just because of the title of the else has caused as much des 
movie. White America and black upon the earth as the race of 
America will flock to the movie the- casians. 
aters just because of the controversy Is it not so that America has 
surrounding Malcolm X. If that's not reparations to all of the other 
good enough, the media will hype it and unfortunates of the world? 
up. So there's no need for a sit-in for- · can '.t tl:le-black American's 
- ·- - · · - - - - - · - -- -.- - - - - - - - - - - - ·-to- look up to in society- Jamie? You 
Adlai Stevenson would probably have t~ be black to that purpose. · · theif.40·aG".es and a m1;1le-?· -The purpose for a sit-in is to show Ronald 
Thursday, September 10, 1992 SA 
orns juggles faculty questions 
esidential candidate David 
dealt with questions of pos-
e elimination of majors, col-
·ve bargaining and accredita-
at an open interview session 
esday morning in the 1895 
of the Martin Luther King 
niversity Union. 
e group of people asking the 
·ons at the interview session 
uded faculty and staff mem-
ne staff member was con-
ed with the elimination of 
ams that have less then 19 
ts on the situation. 
"We (Northern Kentucky 
'versity) have some programs 
don't have very many majors 
them, but have a big service 
ponent," Jorns said. "I don't 
'eve in across the board any-
" 
oms said he is prepared to 
e cuts if necessary and said he 
s data to help him decide 
'ch programs to cut. 
e problem with data is what 
ars to be true to the person 
came up with the data may 
in fact, be true when you get 
on the ground and actually 
SINGLE WHITE 
FEMALE (R) 7:15 
UNIVERSITY 
THEATRE 
Presents 
pm Sept 3-5, 9-12 
pm Sept 13 . 
on the mainstage 
udna Fine Arts Center 
Adults $6 
enior Citizens $5 
Children $5 
EIU Students $3 
• 
have to cut the program," Jorns 
said. 
Although there is not a collec-
tive bargaining unit at Northern 
Kentucky University, he was in a 
bargaining unit at Minnesota 
where he was a professor in the 
department of theatre arts at 
Mankato State University. 
As far as accreditation, Jorns 
said you have to pay complete 
attention to the accrediting organi-
zation. 
"If you don't satisfy their needs 
you cannot get licensed," Jorns 
said. "We have a law school at my 
university and you have to satisfy 
the American Bar Association. 
There are some others though, 
where you do not have to adhere 
to the standards of the accrediting 
organization in order to remain a 
legitimate degree institution." 
However, Jorns said he believes 
if an institution can be accredited, 
it should since it will be for the 
benefit of the university. 
One thing a president needs to 
be able to do is make the tough 
decisions, and Jorns said he feels 
he is capable of doing so. 
"I've been in administration 
now since 1979, and I've made a 
lot of tough decisions," Jorns said. 
"It's not what I like to do. I don't 
take any joy or any pleasure in it." 
Jorns gave a recent example of 
executive decisions he has made. 
"I just closed 'Out our archives 
and curators shop at our universi-
ty. It was very traumatic, a lot of 
people were involved," Jorns said. 
"I spent a lot of time and consulta-
tion on it." 
One thing Joms said he would 
like to start at Eastern is a strate-
gic plan, a blue print document. 
"It has to be something every-
body participates in," Joms said. 
"It's supposed to be a way in 
which the university decides what 
it wants to do, where it wants to 
go and how you're going to get 
there. And you do it through a lot 
of consultation." 
Joms added that it would take 
about four years to establish a 
final guiding document, after revi-
sions. 
"It ought to be very short, one 
page long," Jorns said. "It ought 
to be very clear about what you 
want to do and name 10 things or 
five things. This is what we want 
to do by the year 2000. This is 
who we are and this is where we 
want to go. I think probably you 
already know what you want to 
do, this is a way of formalizing 
the process." 
You Don't Have 
To Be 
"Rolling In 
The Dough" 
Call 345-2844 
$2.00 Off Any Large Pizza Delivered 
with coupon 
NOBODY 
KNOWS 
LIKE 
RDOMINO'S 
How You Like Pizza At Home. 
-
EI U Charleston 
r---------------1-----------------1---------------, I . I 2 FREE PEPSIS with: 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
OR 
MEDIUM PAN PIZZA 
with Cheese 
5?u~x 
LARGE PIZZA 
with Cheese & 
3 FREE PEPSIS 
TERRIFIC TUESDAYS! 
Dinner for THREE! 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
with 32oz. of PEPSI 
TUESDAYS ONLY ... 
L--------------------------------~L~-------~------~ 
STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDERING. 
wo11.: oJ ~ m-1!<' f· io1 ~oqruq "3 T 01 >l'.).Sld ,..:, 01 ~vr,ri :1or,d01a bliJow 
: . 
L_· ~---
Getting voters top aim 
for Student Senate 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Student government editor 
Student Government dis-
cussed a drive to register stu-
dents to vote in Coles County at 
its weekly meeting Wednesday. 
Organizer Bobby Smith said 
the senate will set up tables in 
the South Quad, Library Quad 
and the North Quad with senate 
members acting as deputy regis-
trants to register students on 
Sept. 22, 23 and 24. 
"I want to try and encompass 
the entire campus," Smith said. 
Only senate members can 
serve as deputy registrants 
because senate is recognized as a 
civic organization by the state of 
Illinois. Currently five senate 
members are qualified to serve 
as deputy registrants, and Smith 
said that will not be enough. 
"We really need senate to pull 
together to make this work," 
Smith said. "This is a way for us 
to fulfill our campaign promises 
to work for the students." Smith 
added that in order to be a 
deputy registrant members must 
be registered tc;> vote in Coles 
County. 
Senate's goal is to register 
students to vote in Coles County, 
however, Smith said members 
will also have forms available at 
the tables for absentee ballots. 
In other senate business, three 
senate members resigned. 
Debbie Canavan, Shirley Von 
Bokel and Nick Falcetta's resig-
nations were approved by sen-
ate. Applications for the three 
open senate seats will be avail-
able in the senate office Friday. 
Also at the meeting, blood 
drive committee member Jeff 
Waldhoff addressed senate con-
cerning Student Government 
assistance with the upcoming 
Red Cross Blood Drive. 
Waldhoff asked members to 
please donate blood, donate their 
time and services and any funds 
set aside for in the Student 
Government's budget for the 
blood drive. 
Senate also decided on its 
candidates for homecoming king 
and queen. The Studerit Govem-
men t candidates were Amy 
Jobin, queen, and Dan Beyer, 
king. 
New Releases 
On Sale Now! 
Screaming Trees 
- Sweet Ablivian 
Sugar 
- Copper Biue 
Ramones 
- Mondo Bizarro 
Located at 4th & Lincoln Mary's Panish (Across from Hardee's) 
- America Standard 
345-2884 Ugly Kid Joe 
. - America's Least Wanted 
OPEN CASSETTES CD'S 
10am - 10 pm $6.99 $10.99 
Byrd's Cleaners 
Located on S. 4th St. 
around the COLEMAN 
HA 
curve LAWSON 
M-F 
6:30-5 
Sat 8-12 B rd's• 
345-4546 
• 
ON CAMPUS arty 's 
Today's lunch Specials: 
1/3 lb. Hoagy Steak, grilled onion 
and pepper w/fries $2.49 
$1. 25 Bottles 
Tonite: Cheese Fries $1 
FREE 
soft drink 
w/purchase of Ike's new 
Grilled Chicken Sandwich J.ITTJ.E 
CAMPUS 
·~LPHA SIGM 
TAU 
INFORMAL SORORITY 
RUSH 
, onight - 7:30 _p.m. Greek Cou 
For Rides or Info. 
NOT ALL PIZZAS 
ARE CREATED EQUAL! 
Not All Large Pizzas are 16 11 ••• Like Ours. 
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 ••• Like Ours. 
Not All Small Pizzas are 1211 ••• Like Ours. 
---------------------------------
~ 
PANTHER 
LOUNGE 
...____..... 
TONIGHT 
~1.25 ~TC HERS 
COO~CKS 
$25 Budweiser signs 
Tonight only $5 
Bartenders & 
waitresses wanted, 
Apply Tonight 
I 
I 
I 
( MEDIUM (14•) ) ( LARGE (16•) ) 
THIN CRUST THIN CRUST THIN CRUST 
CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA 
s3 99 - s s 
. • ~ 4.99~ 5.99:: 
Each addltlonal topping 60¢ Each addltlonal topping 91 ¢ Each addltlonal topping $1.11 
char1eston ~lea~ 909 18th street pizza =ij 
348-7515 ~ 
char1eston ~lea~ 909 18th street ptzza =ij 
348-7515 ~ 
Charleston ~lea~ 909 18th Street ptzza =ii 
348-7515 ~ 
Good thru 9127192. 
Please present coupon when paying. 
Good thru 9127192. 
Please present coupon when paying. 
Good thru 9127192. 
Please present coupon when paying. 
Carry-Out or Delivery! 
--
--
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hady characters 
he National Tree Society locates a chapter office in Charleston 
If trees are the lungs of the Earth, 
n the National Tree Society is a 
p of lung-transplant surgeons. 
As Illinois director of the National 
Society, Brian Nordin has started 
mpaign in Charleston and Mattoon 
hich he and the local chapter of the 
tional Tree Society are trying to 
ant much of the public ground with 
The National Tree Society and its 
chapter, based in Charleston, were 
ed to "preserve the delicate bal-
of the Earth's biosphere by plant-
and caring for trees," according to a 
'onal membership brochure. 
~he National Tree Society was 
ed in 1989 by Greg Davis, who 
always had a great love for trees," 
rding to Denise Davis, director of 
unications for the national off ice 
ted in Bakersfield, Cal. 
Trees add a lot of beauty and shade. 
e's just something about trees that 
serenity and a respect for nature," 
· said. 
tate chapters of the society are 
ady established in Arizona, 
ifornia, Illinois, Massachusetts, 
a and Utah, Davis said. 
he National Tree Society only 
ts trees on public property, Davis 
. The group aims for parks and 
ol grounds, but also does some 
ting along roadways. 
We aim for parks and school 
ds to benefit the kids," Davis said. 
're able to take care of the trees 
they can gain a greater respect for 
and nature." 
unding for the National Tree society 
es through private donations and 
p fund-raisers, Davis said. 
he current fund-raising drive the 
eston chapter of the National Tree 
ety is working on comes with a 
mise that 100 percent of each 
ation will go to planting trees, 
· said. No money from donations 
ed in September and October will 
administrative costs. 
ordin, who holds a master's degree 
conomics from Eastern, said the 
paign started as a way of ensuring 
le that their donations would be 
locally. 
us far, due to the hot weather, the 
1 chapter of the National Tree 
'ety has only planted a few trees. 
, the chapter has 9nly been in exis-
since June so funds are still rather 
ed. 
rees are expensive," Nordin said. 
e cost of planting a tree depends 
upon the size and species of the tree, 
Nordin said, but he estimated a 4 to 5 
foot hardwood tree, such as the oak 
tree, would cost between $20 and $50. 
The trees must be planted fairly large 
so the tree doesn't have to compete 
with the surrounding grass and weeds 
for nourishment and water from the 
soil, Nordin said. 
The local chapter of the society, in 
accordance with the National Tree 
Society guidelines, is planting mainly 
native Illinois trees. 
Nordin said one agenda item of the 
local chapter is not only to plant the 
trees, but to maintain them throughout 
their lifespan. 
One way to ensure maintenance of 
public trees would be for Charleston to 
become a "tree city." 
A tree city is a city recognized by the 
National Tree Society as having met 
four guidelines that exemplifies the 
city's dedication to its trees. 
The requirements are that the city 
council establish a tree committee with 
members appointed by the mayor; a 
tree ordinance, which Mattoon already 
has, must be passed by the city council; 
the city must celebrate Arbor Day and 
have an Arbor Day proclamation and 
the city must budget $2 per resident for 
the planting, maintenance and removal 
of trees. 
Charleston would need to budget 
$40,000 to the care of trees, but not all 
the money would have to be new funds, 
Nordin said. The city would have to 
look at the amount of money it budgets 
to the street department, the parks and 
recreation department and other city 
departments that deal with public lands 
and estimate how much of that money 
is used for the planting, maintenance 
and removal of trees and reallocate the 
funding, Nordin said. 
Nordin explained that tree mainte-
nance is really important to the stability 
of the environment. 
"Most of the cities' tree plans start 
and end with planting," he said. "The 
advantage of a budgeted city program is 
that it does happen every year, which is 
required to make inroads on the quality 
of trees in the city." 
Nordin said the trees on the 
Charleston square are an example of 
trees that have not been properly main-
tained. 
"The trees are growing under 
awnings, which means the only water 
they get is through small grates in the 
sidewalk. Unfortunately, the trees' 
leaves are yellowing from what I think is 
J J 
I 
inadequate water supply," Nordin said. 
The replacement value for the six-
foot trees on the square would be at 
least $400, Nordin said. "They planted 
them, but they don't have any plan to 
take care of them." 
The largest contributing factor to the 
lack of maintenance of trees lies within 
the structure of the organizations that 
do the planting and planning, Nordin 
said. 
"You could have a bunch of con-
cerned citizens who get together for 
five, 10 or 12 years. And, as usually 
happens in all organizations, one or 
two people do all the work, and then 
there's burnout and the group dies," he 
said. 
"Unfortunately, people don't realize 
trees are dying until they're gone, until 
they're cut down." Nordin said. 
One idea the city might take into 
consideration is hiring a professional 
arborist that could train city workers in 
the proper care of trees, Nordin said, 
adding that Mattoon and Charleston 
could probably share a city arborist. 
Nordin would also like to see 
Charleston and Mattoon adopt a No 
Net Loss Policy similar to the one in 
effect in Urbana. The policy states that 
for every tree on public property that is 
cut down, one must be planted. 
In Mattoon, recent widening of 
Highway 45 caused the loss of many 
trees that won't be replaced due to haz-
ardous condition, Nordin said. A No 
Net Loss Policy would prevent such a 
loss of trees from occurring. 
Also, along Illinois 130, between 
Champaign and Olney, including 
stretches of the highway that pass 
through Charleston, recent widening of 
the road caused many trees to be 
removed that will not be replaced 
because of visibility, Dan Schomaker, 
administrator of forest management for 
the Illinois Department of 
Conservation, said. 
However, the Illinois Department of 
Conservation is currently working with 
the Illinois Department of 
Transportation to plant trees along 
major interstates, including in areas that 
were previously considered hazardous, 
Schomaker said. 
"As a forester, I'd rather hit a tree 
than take another route," Schomaker 
said. 
The Illinois Department of 
Conservation has been supplying the 
Illinois Department of Transportation 
with seedling trees since the early 
1970s for planting along interstates, 
Schomaker said. 
The Charleston chapter of the 
National Tree Society is planning many 
activities for the next several months, 
Nordin said. 
The council will be continuing its 
petition drive to gather signatures of 
Charleston residents to show the wide-
spread support and concern for the 
lack of tree programs in the area. 
Nordin said the council already has 
over 250 signatures, but he would like 
to reach all Charleston residents before 
turning the petition over to the city 
council. 
The reason Nordin has received a lot 
of positive feedback about the National 
Tree Society is because people are geri-
uinely concerned, not because environ-
mental concern is a growing fad. 
"It's not a matter of waking people 
up, it's a matter of transferring their 
energies into an attainable goal, " he 
said. 
Davis said part of the growing con-
cern for the environment and trees 
stems from wider and more in-depth 
coverage of environmental issues by the 
media. 
"The media is showing more of 
what is happening to the Earth without 
trees," she said . 
"A lot more thought is being put into 
the actions of today as to the conse-
quences in the future," Davis added. 
The local council will also distribute 
educational material on trees and their 
value to the eco-system, Nordin said. 
And, in late October, the council will 
begin planting trees in the Charleston-
Mattoon area with the funds raised dur-
ing September and October. 
Future goals of the local chapter are 
to have a large Arbor Day celebration 
and to have fraternities and sororities 
get involved with the National Tree 
Society as a philanthropy project, 
Nordin said. 
The next campus meeting of the 
National Tree Society will be held at 6 
p.m. Monday in Coleman Hall room 
106. 
Goals of the National Tree Society 
include establishing nurseries in every 
state to supply trees to replace the mil-
lion lost annually; research in tree plant- . 
ing and maintenance areas; raise public 
awareness as to the importance of trees 
and the consequences of the absence of 
trees; acquire forest and other lands to 
hold as conservation areas and to man-
age and promote the National Tree 
Fund. 
Story by JAMIE RILEY 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following days newspa-
per. Ads cannot be can-
celed AFTER the 2 p .m. 
deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmRED 
TRAVEL 
lRAINING/ScHOOLS 
Hf.LP w ANTED 
WANTED 
AooPTION 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR Rf.NT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES . YOU CHOOSE 
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND 
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 
418 W. LINCOLN, 
CHARLESTON. 345-6331. 
_________ 12/11 
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free 
pick-up and delivery in 
Charleston. Same day service 
available. Call 348-0627. 
__________ 9./11 
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDS-
GUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANY-
THING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEA-
SON 'S COMPUTER SHOP , 
NEW AND USED COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND 
SOFTWARE. BUY , SELL AND 
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE, 
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN 
SHOP 
_________ 12/11 
SPRING BREAK '93-SELL 
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO 
FREE!!! Student Travel Services 
is now hiring campus representa-
tives. Ski packages also avail-
able. CALL 1-800-648-4849. 
=c-:==-==-=--=-::.,..,-.,,==c=-=---=-·9114 
EXTERIOR PAINTERS-Experi-
enced Student Painters needed 
to paint Charleston area homes. 
Full or Part Time. AMERICA'S 
COLLEGE PAINTERS, 1 (800) 
626-6267. "Painting America's 
homes coast to coast." 
----~-----9./17 
Professional babysitter/nanny 
needed. Weekends. Six children 
1-11 yrs. Early childhood/Educa-
tion majors preferred . Only seri-
ous need apply. 342-2525. Ask 
for Doris Keller. 
~-~~~----9/18 
COLLEGE REP to deliver "Stu-
dent Rate" subscription cards on 
campus. Good income, NO sell-
ing involved. Details from: Cam-
pus Service, 1024 W. Solar Dr., 
Phoenix, AZ 85021 
__________ 9/10 
The 
Daily Eastern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ ~ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: StudentsD Yes D No 
Dates to run _____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ .Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash ocheck D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1 O cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/ 
week in canneries or $4,000+/ 
month on fishing boats. Free 
transportation! Room & Board! 
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or 
FEMALE. For employment pro-
gram call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 
A5738 
__________ 9/25 
PUT THE FUN!! BACK INTO 
FUNDRAISER! $$ RIGHT HERE-
$$ RIGHT NOW . EARN AS 
MUCH AS $750 FOR YOUR 
ORGANIZATION IN ONE WEEK!! 
NO INVESTMENT NEEDED . 
CONTACT SHELLY GRIFFIN. 
TOLL FREE AT (800) 322-2464 
__________ 9/14 
$252.50. Sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts and make $252.50. No 
financial obligation. A Risk Free 
program. Avg. sales time : 4-6 
hours. Choose from 12 designs. 
For more info. call free 1-800-
733-3265. 
__________ 9/22 
Daily Commuter From Effingham 
Area Needed to Share Driving. 
Call Lisa at 868-5942. 
__________ .9/10 
Tell someone you care. Take out 
a Daily Eastern News Classified. 
_________ .ha-00 
G R E E I< S & C LU B S 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
PWS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO c.ALU! 
No obligation.. No cost. 
You lllo get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just far caDina 
1-800-932.o528, Ext. 65 
1 SUBLEASOR AT 506 MONROE 
AVE. GREAT APT. FURNISHED. 
348-5340. $125 PER MO. 
__________ 9/10 
Roommate needed for Brittany 
Ridge. Call Jennifer 618-548-
2258. 
__________ 9/11 
Female roommate needed to 
share 2 bedroom apt in 
Charleston 234-2250 
~-.,.-----------9/11 
Female roommate needed for 
Spring '93 only! Great apt. Close 
to campus. Ask for Katie 348-
1785. 
_________ 9/1 8 
!•••························· ••illl••• • ····················~······•·••i Mini storage for rent by the 
month. Apartment Rentals 820 
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746. 
:-::--------,---o-12/11 
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for 
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart-
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 
phone 348-7746. 
12/11 
33 Some cocktails 52 Slatterns 
34 Poet Walter 55 Accounts-
- - Mare receivable 
ACROSS 
1 Plats 
5Separated 
10 Short ride 
14 Basketball's 
36 Balmacaan 
37 TV ad 
clerks 
58 Limits 
Jazz 
15 Peeling utensil 
16 French river 
11 Mindanao 
native 
18 Official council 
20 Acceptable 
22Gives 
23 Type of type, for 
short 
24 Wear for an 
unlucky skier 
25 Made contact 
with 
29Rules 
38 Printer's 
bracket, for 
short 
39Sine --
40 Latin I word 
42 G.l.'s need 
43 Stock without 
an assigned 
value 
45 Ice cream or 
beauty follower 
47 Shown 
ostentatiously 
49 General 
Wingate 
51 Dissembler 
60 Arrow poison 
61 Biblical giant 
62 Is nomadic 
63 E.r .a., e.g. 
64 Cincinnati nine 
65 Lean 
66 Recipe amts. 
DOWN 
1 Waikiki wear 
2Above 
3 Fussy 
4 Word with pea 
or straight 
s Horrifies 
EIU LACROSSE WILL have a game against NIU at 1 p.m. Saturda 
This will be the first game of the season . Come see the team n 
week against ISU at home. 
WEIU FM 88.9 will have a folk station at 9 p.m. Thursday on 
FM WEIU in Charleston. The Folk Station is a special show featur 
once a month on WEIU FM. The show will feature the live pert 
mance and commentary of local artist Julia Rae. 
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS will have a medical school admissi 
seminar from 10 a.m . to 4 p.m. Friday, Oct.2 at Sangamon St 
Univ. Transportation will be provided for a limited number. For in 
mation and registration , see Dr. J.M. James, LS202B by Sept. 14. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have a soccer manager's mee 
at 5 p.m. Thursday in the Lantz Club Room. All managers in alt 
dance receive an automatic "win" for their team. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have a soccer shootout Thurs 
Enter "on the spot" from 3-5:50 p.m. on the Intramural soccer fie! 
EIU MEN'S VOLLEYBALL Club will have an informational mee 
at 7 p.m. Thursday in McAfee South gym. 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have church service at 2 
Sunday at the Unity Baptist Church, 1505 7th street. Come one 
all to our Christian gospel fellowship. 
EIU BOWLING CLUB will have the first meeting at 6:30 p.m. Th 
day at the bowling alley in the Union. Join EIU Bowling Club. Ex 
enced bowlers needed to represent EIU against collegiate o 
nents. 
THE AGENCY WILL have a meeting at 3 p.m . Thursday in 
Buzzard Building. THE AGENCY, Eastern's new Public Rela 
agency will have a recruitment meeting today at 3 p.m. in Bu 
205B. Come learn about the endless opportunities. All welcome! 
ARMY ROTC WILL have LAB at 3 p.m. Thursday on the ar 
mound. We will be conducting D&C training. The uniform is B 
and soft cap. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have weekly bible study at 7 
Thursday in the Neoga Room in the Univ. Union. This week's t 
A.l.D.S. New members always welcome! 
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT will have an organizational 
ing at 5:30 p.m. Thursday in Coleman 109. All interested may a 
ROTC WILL HAVE at 3 p.m. Thursday. ROTC Lab will be con 
ing drill and ceremony practice. Dress for lab will be BDU's. 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION will have the firsts 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in Lumpkin Hall 122. Speaker will 
Read, Marketing Director for Dominos Pizza. 
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS Association will 
a meeting at 3:30 p.m. Thursday in 119 Lumpkin Lab. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have reconciliation from 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Newman Center Chapel. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a meeting at 7 p.m. 
day at the Newman Center. Newman Catholic Center Publicity 
mittee meets tonight at 7 p.m. at the Newman Center. All are 
come. Call for rides 348-0188. 
SOCIETY FOR THE Advancement of Management will h 
informational meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in Lumpkin Hall 17. 
refreshments. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will pass out flyers at 6:30 p.m. Thu 
Rock. 
33 
37 
40 
45 
6 Former emcee ss 
on TV 
7 J.F.K. abbr. &1 
8 Souvenir 
9 Three-hulled 
boat 
10 Corporeal 
11 Wall portion 
between 
windows 
12"--lt 
Romantic?" 
13 Final proceeds 
19 Cathedral 
section 
'•.21 Cpl 
25 Assn. for Kern 
and Kahn 
26 Type of butterfly 
21 A round cheese 
64 
28 Skin: Comb. 
form 
30 Christening 
sponsors 
31 Female 
swimmer 
32 Cubic measure 
35 Author Uris 
38Western 
sidekicks 
41 Bratislava 
citizens 
43 Catch a crook 
44 Certain teacher 
of the deaf 
46 City in Utah 
48 Crinkly fabric 
so Prevent, in law 
52 Boom or gaff 
53 Rural path 
54 Toward the 
mouth 
55--Fox 
56 Lop the er 
57 Matched 
vtlURSDAY· 
··:·.·. SEPTEMBER 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
WTW0-2 
News 
Inside Edition 
Different World 
Street Stories 
Wins 
LA Law 
WCIA-3 
News 
Ent Tonight 
Top Cops 
Room for Two 
Homefront 
Middle Ages 
News 
M•A•s•H 
Current Affair 
WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 
News SportsCenter 
Married ... San Diego at 
Comm. Prag. BYU 
Prime Time 
Live Baseball Tonig 
News SportsCenter 
Comm.Pr 
Johnny B 
USA-26 WGN-10, 9 
My Two Dads Night Court 
Tennis Dugout 
Tigers at 
White Sox at White Sox 
Royals 
New Mike News 
Hammer Kojak 
WILL-12, 12 
Ill. Gardener 
This Old House 
Prairie Fire 
Wildflowers 
Mystery! 
Being Served? 
Movie 
Suspicion 
LIFE-13 Fox 8, 55 
eers 
Night Court 
L.A. Law Simpsons 
Martin 
Movie:Tree The Heights 
of Hands 
Star Trek 
Thirtysomething WKRP 
Arsenic Hall 
Gary Shandling 
• • f ~ • f ., • 1 ' 
DISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 
ct1on 
News 
arriers Disney 
.I Diary 
Little House 
nexpected Student 
cast to Coast Learning in America 
Natural World Sports Action 
Movie Drifter 
' ... ' 
__ ._:...• _____ .._:_ ___ ·... :. ..... • ... • ... • ... ·-· ............ ._.__.;,.._ ~----.....il.-----' \' 
· .... -.... --~---..:.&.:...~~ --~~-... -.-..----------.. 
Cutlass Cierra, 53,000 
2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500 
1. 
.,.,......-~----12/11 
Honda Hawk, CB400. $450 
real condition. Call 348-
~=-=---:---::--7:-:-12/11 
e '85 Dodge Colt/creme 
transportation-Good Con-
1 $1200. obo 348-7864 
":'""'"...,.-::,..--.,....----12/11 
rd Festiva, one-owner, 
e $3250. 1985 Chevro-
. , one-owner automat-
750. 345-4471 
12/11 
.-n-t,--ia-c--=T,....ra-n-s"""A_m_ 15th 
limited edition, I-tops, 
dition, 3,000 obo. 347-
5:30 
9/14 --,--be-d~$71 o:::co=-.-B=-a- r-=-$· 125, 
rator $150, New Chain 
. 348-1614. 
~...,--,-,----,----=-----'9/23 
Red Honda Spree, 750 
new battery, good condi-
0, Call Leslie 348-0607 
= ==--:---:-:-:=-12/11 
KETS for sale! For Sept. 
d theatre. $33/each. Call 
11. 
Lost: Black l.D. holder with EIU 
and food service l.D. and permit. 
Lost on Sixth Street. If found, 
please call 348-5469. Ask for 
Mary Ann. 
_________ 9/10 
FOUND: Keys with "A" keychain 
in Library Quad. Identify to claim 
at Student Publications 581-2812. 
_________ 9/10 
LOST: Maroon EIU sweatshirt 
near Triad. If found, call 581-
3359. 
_________ 9/11 
LOST KITTEN-color is gray 
w/orange markings-lost around 
Park Place last friday-needs 
medicine. If found please contact 
as soon as possible. 348-7897 
-=-=------~9/11 
LOST: Two eye glasses. One in 
black case and other in brown 
case. If found please call Moham-
mad 581-3330 
THE EXPORTS FROM CHICA-
GO LIVE AT ROC'S TAVERN 
SEPT. 10 10 PM-1 AM. 
--=-------,--9/10 Kerry-Thanks for being the best 
Alpha Garn mom. Have a great 
day. Love, Gina 
_________ 9/10 
PARTY FAVORS, TEAM SHIRTS, 
GLASSWEAR, PLEDGE SHIRTS, 
FUNCTIONS HOMECOMING 
SUPPLIES, FLOOR SHIRTS. 
CHECK OUT TOKENS NEW AND 
IMPROVED FAVOR DEPART-
MENT. ORDER LOCALLY AND 
SAVE. CALL IRA FOR DETAILS. 
345-4600 
____ ca9/1,4, 10, 15, 18,23, 
Have a Band? Interested in com-
peting in a Battle of the Bands? 
Pick up your application at 201 
University Union today! 
9/11 
-,-A T=T=E=N""'T=10-=-:"7N-OG'"""'R""'E=E'""'"K=se7"! -=s.,..IG~MA 
Pl will be sponsoring an ALL 
GREEK 4 ON 4 CO-ED VOLLEY-
BALL TOURNAMENT at STIX 
SEPT 11TH AND 12TH. Pick up 
entry forms at STIX. 
=-=---:--:---:-=9,/11 
ESCAPE from Chucktown! Regis-
ter to win tickets to Chicago at the 
University Union Open House 
Tuesday, September 15th. 
-~-=------9/15 WALDO: Thanx for being one of 
our best ALPHA GAM MAN ever. 
We love you! 
_________ 9/10 
Catch a Wave at the University 
Union Open House "Larger Than 
Life" Tuesday, September 15th. 
-----,-----.,.-9/15 Kathy Sack, You are truly the 
BEST big sister ever! I can't 
begin to thank you enough for 
everything you 've done! I am 
grateful for the chance to share 
something even more special 
than friendship ... sisterhood! DZ 
love and mine-Erikka 
_________ 9/10 
lvin and Hobbes 
I IM"OR£.D A\'ID 
:I{ -~R££ t-\ILLIO"' ... 
I 
... f-0\JR \-l\J~l)R£D l'\lt-l~Ti-O~E 
T\-\()IJ5~~~ .... 
---------
LIKE ICE CREAM? Then don't 
miss the One Ton Sundae at the 
University Union Tuesday, 
September 15th. 
---,---=------=-·9/15 Hypnotist Dan LaRosa will keep 
you mesmerized-Tuesday, 
September 15th at 7:00 p.m., 
Grand ,Ballroom, University 
Union, FREE. 
_________ 9/15 
Get ready for Oct. 3 LSAT-Mock 
LSAT: Sept. 17, 4 p.m. Call 581-
3449, 345-4912, or 345-7413 for 
INFO and APPLICATIONS. 
_________ 9/11 
AREAS Newest Night Club open-
ing soon. Accepting App's daily 
after 1 p.m. for experienced wait-
resses, doormen, D.J.'s, cooks 
and bartenders. Interviewing 
Monday & Tuesday from 1-4 
p.m., 1706 Broadway, Mattoon. 
(Next to Amtrak Bldg.). 
--------~9/14 
Fraternity and Sorority Chal-
lenge!!! Who will take the word to 
the streets. Call Jay Martinez 
348-7856 
--------~9/11 
Students for Carol Moseley 
Braun-precinct coordinators and 
sign leaders needed. Paid for by 
Jay Martinez 348-7856 
--------~9/11 EIU Men's Volleyball Club infor-
mation meeting Thursday at 7 . 
p.m. in McAfee South Gym. For 
questions call Brett or Andrew at 
348-0353 
------=-----~9110 Homecoming is Oct. 10th! All rec-
ognized Student organizations 
may still pick up participation 
packages in Rm 201 University 
Union. 
_________ 9/11 
The Women of Alpha Sigma Tau 
would like to congratulate all fra-
ternities on a successful fall rush! 
9/10 
=R7""U~S~H~A~s-=T-.=R~U~SH~A~s-=T-.=RUSH 
AST. RUSH AST. RUSH AST. 
RUSH AST. 
_________ 9/10 
Experience the bonds of sister-
hood-come to ALPHA SIGMA 
TAU Informal Sorority Rush 
tonight, 7:30 p.m., Greek Court! 
--------~·9/10 ALPHA SIGMA TAU Informal 
Rush. Tonight, 7:30 p.m. at our 
Greek Court home! For rides or 
more info call Robyn at 581-6742. 
------,---~9,/10 
KELLY BEHRENS and ROBYN 
MCNALLY: You did a great job 
with rush! Tau Love, Your Sisters 
_________ 9/10 
To all the new associate mem-
bers of Lambda Chi Alpha: Con-
gratulations on joining the BEST 
house on campus! I am looking 
forward to getting to know all of 
you. Love, Rebecca 
---------9/10 
KENDYL-Congrats on getting 
lavaliered to Brian Ernst of Delta 
Chi! Hot Pizza! ASA Love, the Lit-
tle Pink Buddies! 
Congratulations to CASSIE 
SIMPSON on getting pinned to 
JOHN ARMSTRONG of KOR. 
Love Your Phi Sig Sisters 
----------,-9/10 
Niki Barrett: Congrats on being 
chosen Publicity Chairman. You 
are a great asset to Alpha 
Gamma Delta. Your mom is 
proud. AGO love and mine, Kari 
_________ 9/10 
The Ladies of Phi Sigma Sigma 
welcome back their sweetheart, 
Scott Kirkman of Pi Kappa Alpha!· 
=-----,-----9,/10 
There wasn't a better way to start 
the year than by partying with the 
ALPHA PHIS! Well do again 
soon! The PIKES 
--------,--9,/10 
Missy Race, Keep up the good 
workl I love my Dee Zee Iii' sis! 
Mindy 
_________ 9/10 
Hey Kobel and Price, The 
Ranger says you MUST OCCU-
PY YOUR SITE and NO DUCKS 
ALLOWED!! Thanks for a won-
derful weekend! Love ya, Mindy 
--------~9,/10 
Congratulations to Katy Deming 
for receiving the position of 
Scholarship Chair! Your Phi Sig 
sisters are proud of you! 
--------~9,/10 DARREL THOMA, HOPE YOU 
HAVE A GREAT DAY! HAPPY 
21ST BIRTHDAY! LOVE YA!! 
AMY 
_________ 9110 
Heather Bayne-Not only are you 
my #1 Alpha Garn Kiddo, you're a 
special friend. Get psyched for an 
awesome year! Love, Kathy 
_________ 9/10 
Attention Bowlers! Any Hammer! 
Bowling Ball for only $60+ship-
ping!! (Regularly $130+). Bowling 
Club Members only. Meeting in 
Union Bowling Alley Tonight, 6:30 
_________ 9,/10 
Kristen, You are a great moml 
Love in Alpha Garn-Krista 
_________ 9/10 
CONGRATULATIONS TO the 
DELTA TAU DELTA Fall Pledge 
class on making a #1 decision! 
Get ready for a great year with 
the BEST frat on campus! Love, 
Laura 
_________ 9/10 
SARA IMHOFF-We are so proud 
to have you represent us as our 
1992 HOMECOMING QUEEN 
candidate! Good Luck! Your SIG 
KAP sisters are behind you all the 
way! 
-~=-c----=--:-:-9/10 JAYME: Congrats on Pledging A-
Phi. This year will be GREAT! 
Love you linker, Kim 
---=------9/10 LORI REEVES: Congratulations 
on pledging A-Phi! Keep up the 
good work! A-Phi Love, Jodie 
_________ 9/10 
ASA's and ASA BARNDANCE 
DATES-Get psyched for "Rockin' 
in the Barn" on Sat.! See ya 
there!!! 
------~--9/10 9/10 
by Bill Watterson 
n\IS GCTS £A'Slrn Wl-IEN. 
11-\t: ~IJMBti;?S />..Rt.. 13\G. 
•HD 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
!NBXT!f 
ANGIE MORTON, Congratula-
tions on your engagement to 
Steve Rhynerson! Love, Your 
ESA Sisters. 
_________ 9/10 
THE EXPORTS FROM CHICA-
GO LIVE AT ROC'S TAVERN 
SEPT. 10, 10 PM-1 AM. 
--------~9/10 
Congratulations to the ALPHA 
GAM Flag football team on their 
first win. Keep it up! 
_________ 9/1 0 
LOVE TO DANCE? Pick up an 
application form for EIU 
DANCERS Auditions in Room 10, 
McAfee, and look for more details 
in the D.E. News! 
_________ 9/10 
Kathy Butler-To the best Alpha 
Garn mom ever! Thanks for 
everything. You are the best. 
Love, Heather 
_________ 9110 
Lisa Fragassi--Have a great day 
Iii' ivy Linker! Let's go out soon! 
Alpha Ph1 Love and mine, Brid-
get 
_________ ·_9/10 
Rory: No matter what you gave 
your girlfriend, you still will go in 
the pond. Your KOR brothers 
_________ 9/1 0 
Jen Watson : You're the best 
Mom any kid could havel Alpha 
Garn love and mine, Your #1 
kiddo Bobbi 
-----,---,--,--9,/10 
Liz, your the best Alpha Garn 
Mom there is! Love your Alpha 
Garn daughter, Frances 
_________ 9/10 
Kim-Thanks for being my 
mommy. Don't worry single par-
enting is in this year! Lauren 
~-------~9/10 
HOLLY: You're a great little sis-
ter! Keep up the good work! Phi 
Sig Love, Cassie 
_________ 9/10 
Tiff Kanos: Hey Alpha Garn Mom! 
Wanna go to Jerry's? Thanks for 
everything. Love, f<erry 
-----:----=-=-c7"9/10 
Congratulations to TOM and 
SEAN for getting elected to your 
positions. 
_________ 9/10 
WANTED. 
• Feature Writers 
• Photographers 
•Designers 
To assist in the production of 
Heartland Magazine, 
an area-wide publication. 
For more info. contact 
Sue Rzepka 
581-2812 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
UAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED • 
Name: __________________ ~ 
Address: ________ Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run --- ---------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad ___ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days - ~-- - ---- - Amount due:s--- - - • - ---- · 
tOA 
' 
Thursday, September 10, 1992 
''@o I take 'The Microbi'oloay of Po+ehfia//y 
Pa+ho9e,,ic 9ef a -f-lernoly+tc ) +reptoc0cci.1 
Or 'The ~volu+ion. of the ~ifuaf!~n (on1eJy. 1 
Do I really waht to l\\le with Judy the 
neat f reak-99aiD. I can·+ belt'eve I've 
got uh ti I Mot"\day to dee ide it I'm -a Biolo3y 
or a Theatre major. Have I Completely lost 
it ? will I t?ver be able to make ~ deci)/O() 
' again? Wait a rninute,juf f yesferday, I waf 
able fo picK a phohe (ompany with 
ab so\utely no problem .•. Y@5, there ir hope: 
The Dally Eastern Ne 
With AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy. Because when you sign up for AT&T Student 
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line 
of products and services designed specifically to fit your 
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be. 
---• ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card 
II ~~E~ ::~:~:~:~~;;:~:::::::::~II 
Our Reach Out Plans can save you money on · ·-.··· · · distance service. . 
AT&T Long Distance, no matter where. and when you call. Call 
Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the 
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's 
easyto make. 
If you're an off-campus student, sign up for 
A1&T Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851 
1
' ; 1992 ·\T&T •vou·11 rt'CCl\"t: one S'i AT&T LI> Ccrtificau· cquivak.'flt to U mmult•:-. of din.'l·t·diah'tl. nr.a't lo ·Crnhl. night a11d Wt"C·lu·nd ratlml( ha)\(:d 
on ratt·'i dft·ct1vc bfHjtJl. You could get mon· or lt·wcr minute:-. df~pendin~ 1111 where or >A"ht~n you <."':ill off,·r limilt'tl to om· n•rt1lic-..u· pn 'tudt•nt. 
ATs.T . 
* From page l 2A 
est. He's so worried about 
ving teams around into divi-
s that are both geographically 
anatomically correct as well, 
he doesn't even realize that 
Berlin Wall of Baseball is col-
ing around him. 
Baseball 1992 is definitely on 
verge of becoming America's 
·onal Pastime and only that. 
erybody gripes about how 
'es are shooting to the moon 
a rocket that just won't stop. 
What has Vincent done? He's 
erted the last two baseball 
· es, most recently in 1990. 
t's the result of this? Higher 
aries, more free agents and 
players given opportunity 
file for free agency. More 
ey for the players and more 
s get screwed into paying 
dough at the gate. 
ow baseball's mess is left for 
eone else to clean up. 
ine going on a vacation and 
g your neighbor keep an eye 
THURSDAY 
STEAK NIGHT 
BOz. Choice 
Charbroiled Sirloin, 
omemade Fries, Slaw 
$6.95 
ro.tf·oRAfT 
DAY 
II Imports Drafts 
St.SO 
Whatney's Red Barrell 
Guinness, Harp and 
Double Diamond Ale 
Kitchen Hours 
n.-Sat. 11 a.m-9p.m. 
BarHours 1~ 
11a.m. - 1a.m . ._ 
Extra! Extra! 
ead all about it in 
The Daily 
Eastern News! 
Thursday, September 10. t~ 
on your multi-million dollar man-
sion. And when you return, the 
place looks like the dump that 
John Belushi and the Delta Tau 
Chi called their home in "Animal 
House." 
Shakespeare once wrote, 
"When sorrows come, they come 
not in single spies but in battal-
ions." 
I only hope that whenever the 
next commissioner attempts to 
douse the raging inferno caused 
by Vincent that he doesen 't douse 
the flames with gasoline. 
So what does the future hold 
for Vincent? 
Hopefully nothing but ironic 
tragedy. 
Before Judas put on his noose, 
he believed his sin was so great 
that he couldn't seek forgiveness. 
Only in Vincent's case, his 
crime has been far greater. 
- John Ferak is a sports writer 
for The Daily Eastern News. 
Yount gets 
hit No. 3,000 
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Robin 
Yount, who began his career of 
quiet consistency as a shy 18-
year-o ld shortstop, became a 
player for the ages when he got 
his 3,000th hit Wednesday night. 
Yount, hitless in his first three 
at-bats, singled to right center off 
Jose Mesa in the seventh inning 
against the Cleveland Indians. He 
became the 17th player to reach 
3,000, and the first to do it since 
Rod Carew in 1985. 
Baseball meeting 
Anyone interested in play-
ing baseball this year, there will 
be a short organizational meeting 
Thursday.The meeting will be 
with held by Panther baseball 
coach Dan Callahan and will take 
place in the upper concourse of 
the North Side of Lantz Gym at 4 
p.m. Callahan requests that any-
one interested bring a pencil. 
PETS & SUPPLIES 
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals • Salt & Fresh Water Fish 
Hours: 
M-F 10:30 - 8:00; (~ ~ 
Sat. 10:30 - 6:00; n #,~­
Sun. 12:00 - 5:00 lett~ics) ~~ 
1500 Madison Ave. 
Charleston, IL• Ph. 348-1018 
THIRSTY'S 
a.e's 
LONGNECKS-75¢ 
70 oz. 
PITCHERS $1.75 
------------HOT DOGS10¢ 
New Dance Floor New Light Show 
tt 
• 
~,.-Sweetheart Roses -·~ 
Special 
One Dozen w /Vase 
$15.95 
.,,,,,,,,.. _______ , 
.............. 1/2 
; . 
,,,,' Pnce 
(tut Specials 
I FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONLY 
1 Expires Oct. 21st w/coupon L------------------------~ 345-6363 
St I• t LeeAnn, Joyce, Y IS S: Michelle & Sheila 
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-8 
Fri. & Sat. 9-5 
Closed Sunday 
-~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• 
MLK University Union Open Hoose 
'THE LAST BOYSCOUT" 
9 p.m. University Ballroom 
$1 Admission 1111 UNIVERSITY 
Specials ••• Giveaways ••• Free Food ••• Fun Flicks 
••• Entertainment ••• and much, much more! 
Tuesday September 15, l 99Z I~= 
~~--
·~ 
Eastern soccer p-icked 3rd in Mid-Co 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
If the 1992 Mid-Continent soc-
cer preseason coaches poll means 
anything , it is going to be an 
interesting season for a lot of 
teams. 
The preseason coaches poll 
shows that Wright State is a 
slight favorite to win the Mid-
Continent Conference this year. 
But right behind the Raiders are 
Northern Illinois and Eastern. 
Wright State was the leading 
vote-getter among Mid-Con 
coaches with 53 points. Northern 
was second with 52 points and 
Eastern was a close third with 51 
points . Not too far behind in 
fourth place is Cleveland State 
with 44 points. 
Rounding out the poll was 
Wisconsin-Green Bay (5th, 36 
points), Western Illinois (6th, 22 
points), Illinois-Chicago (7th, 19 
points) and Valparaiso (8th, 10 
points). Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
which will start play in the Mid-
Continent Conference next sea-
son, was not included in the poll. 
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia 
said he is not worried by 
Eastern's place in the poll and 
doesn ' t take too much stock in 
preseason predictions. 
"I don't mind that at all ," 
Mosnia said of being picked 
third. "Even if we were ranked 
fourth or fifth according to the 
preseason polls, they don't mean 
that much at all. 
"It's just people's opinions and 
1992 Mid-Con 
Preseason Soccer 
Poll 
Wright State 
North. Illinois 
EASTERN 
Cleveland St. 
Wisc.-G. Bay 
West. Illinois 
Illinois-Chicago 
Valparaiso 
53 points 
52 points 
51 points 
44 points 
36 points 
22 points 
19 points 
10 points 
what they might foresee. But it is 
what happens at the end that mat-
ters . For publicity reasons the 
higher you are the better, but as 
far as the team is concerned at 
least we have something to fight 
for or to try and obtain." 
Wright State finished second 
in the Mid-Con last season with a 
6-1 conference record. The first 
place team from a year ago , 
Akron, has defected to the Mid-
American Conference and will 
not compete in the Mid-Con in 
1992. Wright State had a 10-9-1 
overall record last season but 
graduated several starters, includ-
ing the top four scorers, from that 
team. Raider coach Greg 
Andrulis said based on this fact 
he doesn't understand why 
coaches picked his team first. 
"I don ' t know why anyone 
would think that," Andrulis said. 
"We graduated five starting 
seniors and graduated all of our 
goals. We're very young, we' re 
basically in a rebuilding year. 
"My personal pick would be 
Eastern Illinois. I certainly don't 
put us up at No. 1. We'll always 
be competitive, but I don't think 
we have the personnel or the 
experience to put us over the 
fop." 
Northern also lost some of its 
top players in Karsten and 
Markus Roy, sons of coach Willy 
Roy, but still should contend for 
the Mid-Con crown. Cleveland 
State is returning 12 lettermen 
and had a strong recruiting year 
and may surprise some teams. , 
Green Bay has a new coach 
and five transfer students and 
may rebound from a dismal 7-13 
record in 1991. Western, which 
will be in Charleston this week-
end for the Governor's Cup, 
returns 13 lettermen and six 
starters from last year's 8-10 
team. 
Illinois-Chicago returns a very 
impressive offense which the 
Flames displayed this year, scor-
ing six goals in their first game 
of the season. The problem was 
that the team they were playing, 
Bradley, scored seven goals. 
Defense will be a problem for 
VIC all season long. 
In the Flames' game against 
Bradley, senior forward Mike 
Rigas got off to a good start in 
repeating as the conference scor-
ing leader, scoring four goals. 
Last year Rigas won the scoring 
title with 46 points on 17 goals 
and 12 assists. His nearest com-
Football team seeks national 
recognition vs. No. 1 Marshall 
After a season-opening victory at Austin Peay 
the Panther fo otball team will get a shot at 
national recognition when it travel s to 
Huntington, W. Va., to take on the No. 1 ranked 
Thundering Herd of Marshall University at 6 
p.m. Saturday. 
The contes t against Marshall , the NCAA 
Division I-AA runner-up last season, will be 
broadcast live on WEIU-TV, channel 29. 
Marshall cruised in its opening game, winning 
49-7 over Morehead State. 
Marshall returns three All-Americans and 15 
starters from a season ago. Morehead State 
gained only 158 yards against Marshall - none 
through the air. 
• All-Amer ica center candidate Brad Fichte!, 
who returned to practice Tuesday after missing 
the opener with a knee injury, will be back 
Saturday. 
• After recording 17 tackles in his Eastern 
debut, Harper Community College transfer 
Shavez Hawkins was named Gateway Defensive 
Player of the Week. He also had a tackle for a 
loss and one of three Panther interceptions last 
Saturday. That was the most INTs in one game 
for the Panthers since 1989 when they had four 
against Western Illinois. 
• Running back Bill Korosec was tabbed 
offensive player of the game as he gained 86 
yards on 16 carries, including a 53-yard touch-
down scamper. 
• Junior quarterback Jeff Thorne looks to 
bounce back this week after completing 7 of 21 
passes against Austin Peay. He will also try to 
start another streak of consecutive games with at 
least one TD pass . The Governors broke his 
mark of 11 straight. 
• Thorne's counterpart Saturday, Michael 
Payton, set a I-AA passing efficiency mark last 
Collegiate 
Athletic 
Conference 
season with a 181.32 rating. He threw for 26 
TDs and connected on 64 percent of his passes 
for 3,392 yards. Payton went to the air for two of 
Marshall 's scores last week. 
• Punter J ason Caldwell came up big for the 
Panthers as he was called on to do the job nine 
times against Austin Peay. He averaged 38.7 
yards per kick, including four which were more 
than 40 yards in his collegiate punting debut. 
• In other Gateway Conference action this 
Saturday: Nationally ranked Northern Iowa is at 
McNeese State - the team which knocked off 
Southwest Missouri State in its opener. Illinois 
State takes its 1-0 record to Dekalb to take on 
the Huskies of Northern Illinois, while the 
Sycamores of Indiana State, losers to Big Eight 
Oklahoma State a week ago, are at Western 
Kentucky. 
Southern Illinois hopes to rebound from a 
home-opening pounding at the hands of Troy 
State against Southeast Missouri. The Bears of 
SMSU host Washburn. The Leathernecks of 
Western Illinois look to go 2-0 on the season 
when they travel to Sam Houston State. 
- Staff report 
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff phot 
Sophomore goalkeeper Mike Butler stops a shot during pra 
Wednesday at Lakeside Field. The 1-0 Panthers host the Gove 
Cup this }feekend. 
petitor was 15 points and five 
goals behind. 
It looks like Valparaiso will 
once again be the doormat of the 
conference after a 5-0 loss to 
Eastern on Monday. 
Crusaders have one win · 
Mid-Con in their four ye 
the conference. 
Baseball tO Fa 
Good riddance 
and get lost 
In case you've been locked in a closet the last 
72 hours, you probably missed the biggest news 
to hit major league baseball 's airwaves since 
Jose Canseco was traded to Texas last week. 
Baseball owners unraveled the guillotine and 
decided it was time for a new king. Just like pre-
decessors Happy Chandler and Bowie Kuhn, the 
owners decided that Vmcent's head wasn't in the 
game. This time the executioner didn't wear a 
black mask. Instead, a mob mounted for a lynch-
ing prepared to settle the score with the man 
everyone hated. They succeeded. John 
What exactly am I talking about? f erak 
Why, none other than the ouster of 
Commissioner Fay Vincent from his executive 
throne. And, no I'm not talking about the toilet, 
but Vincent's departure as baseball's Grand Pooh Bah. 
Baseball's biggest boob-head since his predecessor the late-not-
A. Bartlett Giamatti who decided to swallow the keys to Coo 
that had Pete Rose's name written all over them. But now, with Vi 
departure, maybe Rose can frnally open those locked doors to the 
Fame, although bringing a locksmith can't hurt. 
New York Yankee hemorrhoid George Steinbrenner also will be 
ing out of his coffrn shortly. It was Vincent who banished Steinbre 
the dungeon after Frankensteinbrennner had been linked to dealin 
deadbeat bookie Howard Spira. 
Because of Vincent, baseball salaries have escalated to a limit ex 
Mount Everest. When Vrncent took over the helm, top players were 
roughly $2 million a year. Now, back-up infielders that can't even · 
are lumping in that sum. Ryne Sandberg's $7. l million annual 
makes both Sox and Cub fans want to reach for the wastebasket, al 
a few Northsiders still think he's worth it. 
How stupid is Vincent? Well, this summer Vincent might as 
have dived into a river with a bowling ball attached to his ankle 
he tried to move the Cubs and Cardinals from the NL East to 
*Continued on page llA 
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more Eric Wood gets the 1992 Panther football season off to a good start as he returns a blocked punt for the winning touchdown against Austin Peay in 
's 14-9 opening victory. 
etter Fortunes 
stern looks to reverse last seasons luck with turnaround 
FARRO LL 
1991 edition of Panther football which went 4-
ne season which the players, coaches and fans 
like to forget. 
1992 edition of Panther football is a season in 
the players and coaches would like to redeem 
Ives. 
, so far, they have done that. After pulling off 
otional 14-9 win last Saturday over Austin Peay, 
nthers seemed to be more defensive and off en-
inded , rather than solely depending on the 
offense to carry the team. 
But the redeemed Panthers will be put through a 
rough test when viewing teams that lie ahead on 
Eastern's path to success. 
Eastern's schedule has been rated sixth toughest in 
NCAA Division I-AA. The Panthers have a head-to-
head battle with Marshall on Saturday. The 
Thundering Herd won the NCAA Division I-AA cham-
pionship a year ago and they are ranked No. 1 this 
year in nearly every poll in the nation. 
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo said the game 
against Marshall will give an indication to where the 
Eastern football team stands. 
"This game will be a true test on where our pro-
gram stands," Spoo said. "If they are supposedly the 
best, this will show us where we need to go. Without 
even playing the game, I know we have to improve in 
a lot of areas. This gives us the opportunity to be mea-
sured up against the standard. " 
Other schools which are scheduled to challenge the 
Panthers are Youngstown State, Northern Iowa , 
Southern Illinois, Western Illinois and Southwest 
Missouri State. 
Youngstown State was the runner-up to Marshall for 
second place in Division I-AA and is ranked between 
· + Continued on page 2 
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Offense needs to step up 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Associate sports editor 
With Eastern facing the top 
ranked Division I-AA team in 
the nation in Marshall 
University this weekend, 
Eastern ' s offense will be 
expected to put more than 
seven points on the score-
board as it did last weekend 
against Austin Peay. 
One of the key reasons for 
the breakdown in the scoring 
from a team which averaged 
27. 9 points per game last sea-
son was the passing game. 
Quarterback Jeff Thorne was 
7-for-21 passing for 53 yards. 
"Obviously we need to have 
more production and that is a 
concern for us," said offensive 
coach Roy Wittke. "I think Jeff 
is determined "to come back 
and have a better perfor-
mance." 
But Wittke is also quick to 
point out that the blame is not 
solely on Thorne. 
"When we don't perform 
well, you can't point at one 
individual because it's a team 
game," Wittke said. 
Wittke also credited th.e 
Austin Peay defense for taking 
Eastern out of its short passing 
game. 
Last season, . Thorne a.ver-
aged 174. 9 I?assing yards per 
game. In the last game, 
.Jeff Thome 
Thorne often he did not have 
enough time to throw the ball 
as he was sacked three times. 
But one apparent difference 
in the offensive line this week-
end is that it will have All-
American candidate Brad 
Fichte! back in the lineup. In 
the team's scrimmage two 
weeks ago, Fichte! injured his 
·knee and was forced to miss 
last game. 
"Anytime you have an in.di-
vidual as good as Brad Fichte!, 
(who is · preseason All Gateway 
Conf ere nee selection), it is 
going to have a positive effect 
on you," Wittke said. "But that 
wasn't ·the reason why we 
played so poorly. Mike Richart 
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filled in and did a fine job, but 
having Brad back will make a 
difference." 
Fichte!' s first practice after 
his injury was this past 
Tuesday. · 
"Brad said that he felt won-
derful," Eastern football coach 
Bob Spoo said. "It ' s a big 
addition with him back in 
there for us." 
The offensive line is also 
very young. Wittke said it will 
take time for the youthful line 
to blend -in with Dan Purcell 
and Fichte!, who were the only 
two returning full time starters. 
"It's going to take some 
time for those guys to com-
fortable," Wittke said. "But 
this line will get better as the 
season progresses." 
Another part of the Eastern 
offense is the running game. 
Sophomore Bill Korosec has 
earned the full-time duties for 
the ground attack. 
In the Austin Peay game, 
Korosec rushed for 86 yards 
c:md he scored a touchdown on 
a 53-yard run. 
Other rushers, who will see 
a lot of time for the Panthers 
are Broe Montgomery and 
Edson Castillo. 
Both of these players are 
hampered with nagging 
injuries, but both will be in uni-
form for the Marshall game. 
1992 Football schedule 
Sept. 12 at Marshall 
Od. 
Nov. 
19 Murray State 
26 at Illinois State 
3 Southern Illinois 
10 Indiana State 
17 at Western Ill. 
24 at SW Missouri · 
31 at Youngstown St 
7 Northern Iowa 
14 Western Ken. 
Football 
+From page lB 
one and four in a number of dif-
ferent polls. Northern Iowa, 
which won the Gateway 
Conf ere nee last year, is ranked 
between two and four in those 
Division I-AA polls. 
Southern Illinois and Western 
Illinois were both ranked in the 
Top 20 in a poll and Southwest 
Missouri State, a Gateway 
Conference school, is also 
ranked in the Top 20 in a poll. 
Going into the season, the 
Panthers main concern was on 
the defensive side of the ball as 
it returned only two full-time 
starters in Derrick Lane and 
Dan Dee. This season, three 
freshman, four sophomores, 
one junior college transfer and 
three seniors round out the 
starting corps. 
But that concern was lifted 
after the game against Austin 
when the defense held the 
Governors to just seven points 
and a safety. That was the 
1 fewest amount of points the 
Panthers have given up since 
the second-to-last weekend of 
the season when Eastern beat 
Western Kentucky 28-6. 
''I'm basically pleased with 
the defense considering the new 
faces and the youth that is on 
that side of the ball," Spoo said. 
1 Jefffhorne QB 
2 Terrence Hickman FL 
3 Mike Martinez DB 
4 Sean Drendel LB 
5 Shavez Hawkins DB 
6 Darrell Rennels K 
7 Jason Calabrese WR 
8 Mike Rummell SE 
9 Brian Kelly QB 
10 Pete Mauch QB 
11 Obadiah Cooper WR 
12 Shannon Sutton CB 
13 Bill Korosec RB 
14 Eric Dircks SS 
15 Mike Doherty QB 
16 Tom Hamilton QB 
17 Greg Mann LB 
18 Steve Largent K 
19 Warren CushiongberryK 
20 Edson Castillo TB 
21 Broe Montgomery TB 
22 Lewis Striggles CB 
23 Reggie Colvin DB 
24 Eric Wood - SE 
25 Kevin Gales CB 
26 Steven Jackson WR 
27 Martin Ellens CB 
29 Mike McNary RB 
30 Jerome Buchanan CB 
32 Willie High RB 
33 Kip Collins TB 
35 Chris Hicks RB 
36 Jason Caldwell KIP 
37 Tim Carver LB 
38 Wendall Moss FB 
39 Todd Miller LB 
40 Ray McElroy CB 
41 James Dorsey FS 
42 Danny DeFranza SS 
43 J im Rose SS 
44 Brian Jasker FB 
46 Alex Gray LB 
4 7 Steve Lutes FB 
48 Tin Malley SS 
49 Desmond Jones WR 
"I think we run better 
defense and we are better t 
lers on defense. " 
Offensively, the Panth 
main blow was the loss of J 
Jones. Jones, the Gate 
Conference's all-time lead 
rusher, will be replaced b 
core of backs with Bill Kor 
seeing rriost of the action. 
Montgomery and Edson C 
will also carry the ball a n 
of times. 
"Bill has extraordin 
vision," Spoo said. "He is 
to see a lot more of the f 
than a lot of guys." 
But one of the mainsta 
the Panther offense is j 
Jeff Thorne. Last sea 
Thorne was fifth in N 
Division I-AA in passing 
dency completing 61.3 
of his passes. He thre 
touchdown passes last year 
averaged at least one t 
down pass per game. 
"Jeff is very introsp 
about his performance 
wants to show everybody 
he is dependable," Spoo 
The kicking game, 
was the most inconsistent 
of Eastern's team, has a 
look. Freshman Steve 
will do the place kicking, 
Caldwell will be the punt 
Darrell Rennells will kicko 
50Jim Noll LB 
51 Matt Sweeney LB 
52 Ben Perez LB 
53 Taquar Stewart LB 
54 Jason Sydnor LB 
55 Pat Langan LB 
56 Derrik Lane LB 
58 Paul Pennigton FS 
59 Clint Conway OT 
61 Brad Fichte! C 
62 Torrey McRae DT 
63 Chad Larson OT 
65 Greg Hackenberg OT 
66 John Vakos DT 
6 7 Mike Richart C 
68 John Macis DT 
69 Bob Karlov OG 
70 Don Mensik OG 
71 Kyle Price OT 
72 Kendrick Hall DE 
73 Chris WestenbergerDT 
7 4 Duane Conway OG 
75 Demetrius Lane DE 
76 Corey Miceli ~ OG 
77 Tom Gilson DE 
7 8 Dan Purcell OT 
79 Aaron Hill OT 
81 Chris Dudek TE 
82 Melvin Jackson WR 
84 Donnie Dittmar FL 
85 Doug Wolf OT 
86 Mark Theissen TE 
87 Mark Tarpey TE 
88 Chris Brown LB 
89 Rick Mullen TE 
90 Charles Bryant DT 
91 Curtis Price DT 
92 Chris Anderson DE 
93 DanDee DT 
94 Pat Curtis DT 
95 Kevin Ellison DT 
96 Steve Meni DT 
97 Chris Wilerson DT 
98 Kevin Zeng LB 
99 Clint Hyde OG 
l' ' . J ·~-, ' 
SAVE A 
POCKET 
FULL OF 
MINIATURE GOLF Now··~'O.PEN· !-.. ,.J,•.;~.,,.: 
CASH 
When you buy and sell 
through 
The Daily Eastern News 
classified ads. 
CALL 581-2812 
at the 
PUTT-N-SWING 
mini-golf I batting cage c·omplex 
Located at Rt. 130 and 17th St. next fo the Rotary Pool in Charleston 
Hours: 
Sat.: 
Mon. -
Sun.: 
Fri.: 
10am-10pm 
4pm-10pm 
Noon-10pm 
Mini -·Golf Price: 
$2.00 Weekdays 
$2.50 on Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
Special low rate for 
Second Game! ! 
Illinois Parks & Recreation 
Batting Cage Price: 
50¢ for 14 Balls 
3 Cages - 6 Machines 
(Major League, Little League, 12" Fast Pitch, 
and 3'12" Slow Piteh) 
For more Information, call the Charlest9n Hec~ea.tion .Dept. .. at _34~-6Q97. 
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anthers eye improvement 
e Panther soccer team will be looking to 
ove on last year's 9-9-1 record this season 
climb the Mid-Continent Conference ladder 
e top, a place they have not been since 
Eastern will have to do it without last sea-
leading scorer, LeBaron Hollimon. He grad-
and is now playing professionally for the St. 
· Ambush. Hollimon tallied 28 points last 
with 11 goals and six assists. 
gone from last year's squad will be fullback 
Bullock, midfielder Tom Pardo and forward 
Dixon. Each played a big role on last sea-
team. 
· g the void this season will be sophomore 
ards Paul Agyeman and Ricky Tovar. 
an is the leading returning scorer for the 
rs after scoring 11 goals and 26 points in 
eshman season. A native of Edmonton, 
Barias and Davis are fullbacks and will be trying 
to keep their starting jobs all season with fellow 
fullbacks Pervan and Kuzyk trying to work their 
way in. 
'Tm hoping the new people will be able to step 
in and help out right away," Mosnia said. 
The goalkeeping duties will fall mainly to junior 
John Gouriotis. He is the leading returning goalie 
in the Mid-Continent Conference this year. Last 
year, starting in 14 games, he collected four 
shutouts while posting a 1.50 goals against aver-
age. His back up will be sophomore Mike Butler, a 
transfer from Lewis University. 
Mosnia said that it is important that the 
Panthers start out the season well. 
"The key to the season is probably this month," 
Mosnia said. "Basically because we are playing a 
lot of regional teams. That has a great bearing on 
how we are rated in the Midwest." 
Eastern takes on Southern Illinois-Edwardsville, 
Western Illinois, Sangamon State and St. Louis in 
September. Mosnia said the Panthers need to be 
successful against these teams in order to get 
some recognition. 
Player 
1992 Soccer Roster 
Year 
Mike Butler 
John Gouriotis 
Robert Tomic 
Phil Obial 
Matt Cook 
Adam Howarth 
Ricardo Tovar 
Matthew Davis 
Jim Harkness 
Peter Barias 
Paul Agyeman 
Toshinori Tatezawa 
Phil Kuzyk 
John Pervan 
Vinco Kucinic 
Philippe Vendredi 
Boun Saysongkham 
Brian Gregory 
Tom Waters 
Steve Van Dyke 
Jim Davidson 
. Jacob Gress 
Dan Johnson 
John Turkington 
So. 
Jr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
So. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
So. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Fr. 
Sr. 
So. 
So. 
So. 
Position 
GK 
GK 
FB 
FB 
FB 
FW 
FW 
FB 
MF 
FB 
FW 
MF 
FB 
FB 
FB 
FW 
FB 
FB 
FW 
MF 
FW 
GK 
GK 
FW , Agyeman is off to a good start in repeat-
. rookie performance, scoring a goal and 
out two assists in the Panthers' 5-0 win 
alparaiso 1n the season opener Sept. 7. 
· fSt:aH:fid'1rflO:ga~es last year and scored 
ts on=-a :pair ·of goals and two assists. He is 
The Mid-Continent could be up for grabs this 
season. Last year's champion Akron has left the 
conference to join the Mid-American Conference. 
The teams that will most likely battle for the con-
ference crown this season are Northern Illinois, 
Wright State and Eastern. Cleveland State, Illinois-
Chicago and Wisconsin-Green Bay may have out-
side chances of winning it all this year. 
1992 Soccer Schedule 
· his way to improving those numbers, scor-
o goals and getting an assist against 
iso. 
ch Cizo Mosnia said he expects the two 
ores to contribute a lot to this year's team. 
looking for Ricky Tovar to step up and 
te more this year," Mosnia said. "Paul, I 
can do a little more this year too." 
r players that Mosnia hopes can contribute 
tm Harkness, Matt Cook, Jim Davidson, 
Howarth, Vinco Kucinic and Tom Waters. 
nia once again has a strong group of fresh-
on this year's roster. Steve Van Dyke, Mat 
and Peter Barias all started in Monday's sea-
ner. John Pervan and Phil Kuzyk also saw 
playing time against Valparaiso. 
Dyke is out of Collinsville High School 
won the state championship in Division AA 
r. He scored the winning goal in the cham-
ip game,.He is <i'h1idfielder and collected ali 
against Valparai!5d' and 'just missed scoring 
uple of other opportunities. 
The next test for Eastern will be Saturday when 
the Panthers host the Governor's Cup. The Cup 
will bring in three other teams from around the 
state and according to Mosnia the winner will 
receive a trophy and "bragging rights" to the 
state. The teams that will compete this year are 
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville, Western Illinois and 
Sangamon State. 
Action is slated to begin at 1 p.m. Saturday at 
Lakeside Field with Sangamon State taking on 
Western. Eastern follows at 3 p.m. against 
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville. 
Sunday the action concludes with the 1 p.m. 
game between Western and Southern and the 3 
p.m. game b~.t"'feen Eastem and Sangamon State. 
The wiimer' will be based on number of wms and if 
it is "still ~undecided it will go to a tie-breaker sys-
tem. 
stern soccer team 
s foreign flavor 
ccer, the world's most 
ar sport, is played by 
e from all ends of the 
And for a Canadian, an 
hman and a Japanese, 
r was the common 
d that brought them 
r as teammates at 
. 
·' story behind how each 
f them ended up playing 
for the Panthers is as 
t as their cultures. 
ul Agyeman, a sopho-
striker from Edmonton, 
Japan knows President 
(Stanley) Rives and he told him 
(Rives) that I was interested in 
playing soccer at an American 
college," Tatezawa said. 
"President Rives gave. my 
name to Cizo and I was off to 
Eastern." 
Although their stories about 
how they ended up at Eastern 
are different, there are a quite 
a few things that they have in 
common besides being team-
.mates. 
All three believe that soccer 
is a great way to bring people 
of different cultures together. 
September 
12-13 Governor's Cup Classic at Lakeside Field 
18 St. Louis University at St. Louis, MO 
25 North Texas State at Dallas, TX 
27 Southern Methodist at Dallas, TX 
October 
2 Northern Illinois at Lakeside Field 
7 Western Illinois at Macomb, IL 
9 Wright State at Dayton, OH 
11 Cleveland State at Cleveland OH 
17 North Carolina-Charlotte at Charlotte, NC 
18 Alabama A & Mat Charlotte, NC 
23 Illinois-Chicago at Lakeside Field 
25 Cincinnati at Lakeside Field 
November 
. 1 Wisconsin-Green Bay at ~a'l<'.~~ Field 
· 4 Quincy College at Quincy;-'IL'. ~ ' ~' · 
7 Southern Indiana at Lakeside Field 
$flt"' 
, . ...,:~ . 
t .. ~1'.tt'f"< 
. ...,,... 
, and last year's second 
g scorer with 26 points, 
out about Eastern when 
ub team from Canada 
the Panthers. 
y name was mentioned 
oach Cizo (Mosnia) and 
ollowing year I was at 
,"Agyeman said. 
"Soccer is an excellent way 
to bring nations together," 
Howarth said. "Our team ros-
ter is a perfect example of 
that." 
Agyeman, an avid fan of 
the Edmonton Oilers, agrees 
with Howarth but adds that 
the crowd's emotions have to 
be channeled the right way. 
DAN DORT/ Staff photographer 
Eastern 's Toshinori Tatez awa, Paul Agyeman and Adam Howarth all bring a foreign flavor to the Panther soc-
cer team. Tatezawa is a native of japan, Agyeman comes from Canada and Howarth hails from England. 
am Howarth, a senior 
ielder from Slough , 
d, sent out applications 
cer scholarships all over 
nited States, and accord-
Howarth, Eastern gave 
e best deal. 
hinori Tatezawa's story 
how he became a mem-
f Eastern' s soccer team is 
different than the other 
teacher in 
"Soccer definitely brings 
people from different national-
ities together," Agyeman said. 
"However, the game can tend 
to get a bit violent, and if the 
crowd does not control itself, 
violence can occur and a riot 
can break out as has hap-
pened in the past." 
All three men also started 
playing soccer at a early age, 
Howarth and Agyeman at 5 
and Tatezawa at 7, and they 
love the game for many rea- soccer is he be lieves it is a because it fascinates me," he 
sons. team sport that allows players said. 
Tatezawa enjoys soccer to shine as individuals. Tatezawa, nicknamed Toshi 
because it is highly competitive "Soccer is a team sport," by his teammates, is majoring 
and relatively inexpensive. he said, "but if you are a good in business management, and 
"All you need is a ball and a player you will get noticed in a he hopes to get a job after 
couple of friends," he said. hurry." graduation in America as well. 
Agyeman, however, likes As far as the future is con- Agyeman, a physical educa-
soccer for its creativity and its cerned, all three plan on stay- tion major, hopes to play soc-
spontaneity. ing in the United States after cer at a professional level after 
"Soccer makes you use graduation if all goes well. graduation. 
your wits," he said. "It's not Howarth hopes to get a job "I'd love to play soccer in 
like football where there are teaching history. the United States," he said, 
set plays. You always have to "I am working toward my "especially if a national health 
outthink the opponent." teacher's certification, and I'd care plan gets passed." 
One reaso~ Howa~~· .~~j?y~ . r:~a~ly .. l~~~ tc;i. .t~a~h. U.S .. history . . . . . 
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Volleyball team sets high goals 
By JOHN FER.AK 
Staff Writer 
Although the Panthers volley-
ball team has a record of only 1-
3 coach Betty Ralston has no 
reason to push the panic button. 
The Lady Panthers recently 
returned from the Boilermaker 
Preview which was hosted by 
Purdue University and lost all 
three of its matches. 
"If we would've lost to three 
lousy schools, then I'd be disap-
pointed but we lost to schools 
like Duke, Purdue and Loyola ... 
All those teams have an excellent 
shot at winning its respective 
conference," Ralston said. 
This year's 1992 squad fea-
tures 10 players who return from Betty Ralston 
last year's club. 
''I'd like to see us make the Olson who plays the outside-
All-Conference Tournament (top hitter position, finished second 
four teams)," Ralston said. "And, on the team with 352 digs last 
if we can do that, there's defi- fall. 
nitely a chance that we could win "Olson's strength is her serve-
the tournament." receiving abilities and her defen-
Junior Kim Traub and senior sive play. She's a finesse hitter, 
Susie Green return ready to lead not a power hitter so we're try-
the Panthers to victory. Green, a ing to get Lori to put more balls 
five-foot-seven outside-hitter, to the floor." . 
plans to graduate next spring, Two other Panthers who will 
forgoing her last year of eligibility see their share of action in the 
which she obtained after red- back row are setters Amy Van 
shirting her sophomore season. Eekeren and Shannon Casey. 
Green was the leader on last Both juniors finished No. 1 and 
fall's club with 431 kills, giving No. 2 individually in assists last 
her a .233 hitting pct. Green year. 
also led all players with 499 digs. "Van Eekeren's been toying 
Susie is a very hard hitter," with a new jump serve this year," 
Ralston said. "But she still needs Ralston said. "And she has to cut 
to mix her hits up a bit. Too down on the number of service 
many times she hits it too hard. errors she's making. Amy's regu-
Against bad teams you can get Jar serve is very. good. Van 
away with that, but when you're Eekeren has to work on her deci-
·playing top-ranked opponents, sion making ... who she decides 
they'll make you pay." to set. Defensively, she's usually 
Traub, a six-foot middle-hitter always there. If Van Eekeren can 
from Effingham High School, improve her jumping, providing 
bolsters the attack of the Eastern the team with a valuable blocker, 
front row. Traub has already bro- she'll do fine," Ralston added. 
ken two individual shcool marks. Casey, another setter, has 
In the opening match of the been hampered thus far by an 
season against Indiana State, ankle injury that has Ralston con-
Traub smashed down nine solo cerned. 
blocks, besting the old mark of "Shannon's ankle has really 
seven. Traub also eclipsed the bothered her for over two 
old mark of block assists after weeks, " Ralston said. 
turning away 14 shots in the "Unfortunately, it hasn't gotten 
contest. any better and because of that, 
· "Kim's front row play has Shannon hasn't been able to 
been very strong," Ralston said. perform nowhere near to where 
"Unfortunately, other than Kim she was performing last year at 
and Susie no one else is con- this time. 
tributing anything offensively. "Casey's a solid player, but 
We need others to help them out she has to work on her concen-
and fill the void." tration at times, especially on 
Senior Beth Foster also defense," Ralston said. 
comes back for her final season. Coming off the bench for the 
Foster, a middle-blocker from Panthers are a slew of under-
Jacksonville High School, was classmen who are hoping to pro-
tops on the squad with 60 solo vide Ralston with valuable assets. 
blocks in 1991. Sophomore Sherrie 
"Right now, she's our leading Piwowarczyk who saw playing 
hitter at 30 percent," Ralston time last fall as an outside-hitter 
said. "She's a very solid defen- - will be making the transition to 
sive player. We need Foster to the middle for this year's cam-
make her share of kills and paign. Piwowarczyk, who missed 
improve her passing." the latter part of her freshman 
Three year letter winner Lori season with a wrist injury, has 
Olson also hopes to close out returned to 100 percent. Now, 
her career on a high note . playing on the inside, she hopes 
. Olson, along with Foster, were that a new position will allow for 
both recipients of the Academic more court time. 
All-Conference Team. Both play- "Sherrie is by far our quickest 
ers sported an outstanding 4 .0 middle-hitter, but she's also our 
GPA during last spring's shortest ," Ralston said. "Since 
semester. she missed action in the spring 
because of her injury, she's three 
or four months behind where 
other middle-hitters her age are 
performing. But her versatility to 
play other spots is an asset that 
will help her game down the 
oad " r . 
Another player hoping to get 
things rolling early is middle-hit-
ter Shelly Stuckwisch. 
Stuckwisch was able to finish 
third on last year's team in block 
assists with 35. 
''I'm looking for· Shelly to play 
a lot this year," Ralston said. 
"Too -many times Shelly gets 
ahead of the ball, therefore her 
hits are too long. I'm also hoping 
to see improvement in her back 
row play." 
Freshman Heather Brewster 
also looks to carve her niche in 
her first season of college volley-
ball. Brewster hails from 
Wheatqn's St. Francis High 
School, a school reknowned for 
its volleyball excellence. 
"Heather's been a little tenta-
tive playing for the first time on 
the college level," Ralston said. 
"She needs to have more confi-
dence in her play. Overall, 
Brewster is able to perform at 
five positions, excluding middle-
hitter, so her versatility should 
give her a chance to see plenty 
of action." 
Sophomore outside-hitter 
Kaaryn Sadler also wishes to 
make her mark on the court 
after getting her first season 
under her belt. 
"Kaaryn is our No. 3 left side 
player right now," Ralston said. 
"Kaaryn's really full of energy 
when she gets on the court. 
She's so wound up when she 
gets on the court it leads to 
untimely mistakes. She has to be 
more calm when entering the 
game, too many times her over-
anxiousness causes her to error. 
She's like a live wire at times," 
Ralston added. 
Two other Panthers who 
hope to have an opportunity to 
spark Eastern are outside-hitters 
sophomore Brigid Brennan and 
freshman Becky Johnson. 
"I need Brigid to improve her 
passing and work on making her 
hits consistently," Ralston said. "I 
have to see improvement from 
Brigid ... sometimes I feel things 
haven't changed in the past 
year." 
Johnson provides Eastern 
with its only left-handed hitter, a 
rarity in volleyball. 
As far as individual statistics 
or records go, Ralston believes 
those can all be tossed out the 
window. 
"If we set realistic goals, good 
things will happen," Ralston said. 
"By playing against all these 
nationally-ranked schools early in 
the season, it gives us a chance 
to compete and see what we can 
do even if we can't win. 
"None of the teams in our 
conference will be as good as the 
teams we played at the 
Boilermaker Preview . and 
Hofstra's Tournament in New 
York," Ralston said. "When the 
Mid-Con finally starts, we should 
be ready to play." 
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raub's consistency is key 
Junior-middle-hitter Kim Traub's steady, consis-
t performance this year has been one of the rea-
Panther volleyball coach Betty Ralston has a 
optimism for this season's campaign. 
"Right now Kim is the leading hitter on the 
, " Ralston said. "We need others to start hit-
like she has done." 
Traub, a six-foot middle-hitter who graduated 
Effingham High School, led last year's team 
· a .234 hitting pct. Traub also finished with 
kills, which was second on the club. 
The junior still believes there are areas of her 
e that still need polishing. 
"I have to play more consistently," Traub said. 
metimes it seems that I'll have one lousy game 
then I'll play really well. I don't want to have 
good game then one bad game." 
The Panthers just returned from the Boiler-
r Preview, a tournament which Eastern faced 
schools: Purdue, Duke and Loyola, all which 
been nationally ranked. 
"Playing against these schools will definitely help 
when the conference schedule begins," Traub 
· . "This year our conference opponents should 
a lot more equal. Last year, we had two or three 
that were really dominant and the rest of the 
were at the bottom. Things should be differ-
this year." 
As far as the differences between this season's 
to last fall's squad Traub says that this year 
her a feeling of glowing optimism. 
"This year everybody seems to have one com-
n goal: working to play together as a team," 
b said. "Last year, it wasn't like that. Too many 
people were interested in only themselves. 
"We have a better attitude now and since 10 of 
have played together for a year, we have confi-
ce in each other's abilities. On the court, we're 
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ead coach Betty Ralston (Plymouth 
tate, 1976), 10th year at Eastern 
six united people." 
In the first match of the season, Traub opened 
with a bang setting two individual school records 
against Indiana State. Traub stuffed nine solo 
blocks, eclipsing the previous mark of seven. Also, 
her 14 blocks for the entire match suppressed the 
old record as well. 
Traub was named to the All-Tournament team at 
the Boilermaker Preview after leading Eastern with 
29 kills over the three game span. 
''Traub really picked up her game in the two 
games against Purdue and Loyola," Ralston said. 
''Traub, like almost everyone else, seemed to be 
intimidated in the Duke loss. She's doing a very 
good job but she needs others on the team to help 
her out." 
Despite the accolades, Traub still feels that her 
game has to improve in order for the Panthers to 
become successful this season. 
"I haven't been happy with my blocking so far," 
Traub said. "Even though I have gotten a lot of 
blocks. I have to move faster on defense and my 
serve needs to be worked on. These are all areas of 
the game that I'm going to be working on this week 
in practice." 
Despite already playing against some of the 
nation's best programs, the Panthers travel to 
Hofstra University in New York for another national 
tournament against some top-ranked teams. Traub 
says this will help the team in the long run. 
"We have to play better against these teams by 
going into the game with our head on our shoul-
ders and a positive attitude," Traub said. 
"We can't go out there scared like we did playing 
Duke. We figured 'this was Duke, they're nationally 
known,' and before the games begin, we're already 
psyched out. ' 
"We can't worry about who we're playing but we 
just have to have confidence in ourselves, knowing 
we can beat anybody, that's the key." 
1992 Volleyball Schedule 
September 
11-12 at Hofstra Invitational 
1 7 at Wright State * _ 
18 at Youngstown State * 
19 at Cleveland State * 
25 Western Illinois * 
26 Northern Illinois * 
October 
2 at Valparaiso * 
3 at UI-C * 
7 at Butler 
9 UW-Milwaukee 
10 UW-Green Bay * 
16 at Northern Illinois* 
1 7 at Western Illinois * 
23 Cleveland State * 
24 Youngstown State * 
29 at De Paul 
30 at UW-Green Bay * 
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Members of Eastern's cross country team perform sprints at Lantz Field in a practice early in 
the season. The cross country season will begin Sept. 11 at the Bradley Invitational. 
Panthers headed_ in nevv direction 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
With 34 members, the 
1992 men's cross country 
squad is one of the largest 
Eastern has had in several 
years. 
After graduating its top two 
runners last year, in Eric 
Baron and Scott Touchette, 
the team is without a big front 
runner, at least for the 
moment. 
"We don't have any big 
guns like Baron and 
Touchette," said head coach 
John Mcinerney. "But we've 
got a nice front group of peo-
ple that run pretty close 
together. We have about 15 
guys, any one of which could 
be our No. 1 man, who are 
b_i\ttJii;i,g"it ._OiU! Jgr ~!'-~ t.qp se'¢~h 'j::>'ostfions:-1-thinl< fflat 
kind of competitiveness will 
make us a lot better." 
This year's team is a good 
mixture of veterans and new-
comers trying to lead the team 
in a new direction. Last year 
the Panther squad was usually 
spread out in races, with 
Baron and Touchette out front 
and the rest strung out behind. 
But this year already looks like 
a different story. 
At the Alumni Open in 
August, the team's only com-
petition so far, the top seven 
finished within 55 seconds of 
each other over four miles. 
The bulk of the races the 
Panthers will be taking part in 
this season will be run over 
8,000 meters (4. 97 miles), 
with the district meet at the 
end of the year being run over 
10,000 meters (6.21 miles). 
Some key returnees on this 
year's squad include seniors 
Brett Carlson and Geoff 
Masanet and junior Kenric 
Bond. 
Carlson was red-shirted last 
year, but was a member of 
Eastern' s travelling team in 
19 9 0. Masanet is the top 
returning finisher from last 
year's district meet, and was 
Eastern's second runner across 
the line at the Alumni meet. 
Bond, a standout 800-meter 
runner in track, was a member 
of the travelling team his 
freshman and sophomore 
years. 
New faces among Eastern's 
front pack include sophomore 
Nate Shaffer, who was the 
team's top finisher at the 
Alumni meet, Danville junior 
college transfer Jeff Trask, 
sophomore Charlie Blackburn, 
and freshmen Steve 
Cunningham and Jason Frey. 
Other individuals vying for 
the top spots are senior Brad 
Belcher, juniors Eric Graham 
and Brent Rankin, and Jon 
Bates. 
"It will be interesting to see 
what happens down the road," 
Mcinerney said. "We've got a 
few guys who were a little. 
behind coming in. I'm hoping 
people like Trask and fresh-
men Solomon Woods and 
Rich Arsenault will soon be up 
there among our top group." 
Eastern hopes to change luck 
By PAUL DEMPSEY 
Staff writer 
The women's cross country team's 1991 
campaign ended on a sour note last year. After 
a solid year long effort, the team ended with a 
• disappointing seventh-place finish at the 
Gateway Conference finals last year. 
But this year the squad will begin its first sea-
son in the Mid-Continent Conference and 
coach John Craft is confident that his runners 
will do well. 
"We have a very solid team this year," Craft 
said. "They are a good group of young ladies 
and they are very hard workers." 
Returning as captain for her third year is 
senior Ti Jaye Rhudy who will be the nucleus of 
the team . Rhudy will be the driving force of 
what appears to be a team that can make some 
noise in its first year of Mid-Continent competi-
tion. 
"She's a leader," Craft said. "She may finish 
1992 Eastern Illinois Name 
Men's Cross Country John Heidenreich 
Roster Jason Howard 
Name Year Todd Krippel 
Jason Anhalt Fr. Dave Lewis 
Rich Arsenault Fr. Geoff Masanet 
Jon Bates So. Chadd Morrissy 
Brad Belcher Jr. Harvey Pettry 
Charles Blackburn So. Brent Rankin 
Kenric Bond Jr. Nate Shaff er 
Seth Bond Fr. Jim Sims 
Brett Carlson Sr. Matt Singer 
Steve Cunningham Fr. Jeff Trask 
Jeff Dal Ponte So. Tyson Ueleke 
Joe Dougherty So. David Venhaus 
Jason Frey Fr. Aaron Weeks 
Eric Graham Jr. Joshua White 
Brian Gray So. Travis Winkler 
John Hayward Sr. Solomon Woods 
first or she may finish third but she knows what 
I expect." 
Junior Aislinn Wiley who ran consistently 
last year will be a key factor as will junior 
Brooke Roberts and transfer student Kiya 
Thomas. Sophomore Amy Bersig had a solid 
season as a freshman and Jamie Heath, a local 
Charleston resident, will also be contributers to 
the squad. 
The women harriers were successful last sea-
son as they finished fourth at the Midwest 
Open, a huge improvement from an 18th place 
finish in 1990 and they also won their own EIU 
Invitational. 
The team has somewhat of a demanding 
schedule but Craft is confident that his team 
will do well. 
Other contributors to this year's squad are 
Laila Tillawi, Julie Perkins, Julie Henzler, Tracy 
Dominick, Jill Butterbach and Shelly Baron. 
The squad opens its season at the Purdue 
Open on Friday September 11 . 
Year 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
So. 
So. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Women's Cross Country 
Schedule 
Sept. 11 At Purdue Open 
19 At Kenosha 
26 EIU Invite 
Oct. 10 At Indiana Invite 
1 7 At Illini Classic 
31 At Macomb 
Nov. 14 At NCAA region 
Nov. 23 At NCAA nat. 
Men's Cross Country 
Sept. 11 At Bradley Invite 
19 At Midwest college 
26 EIU Invite 
Oct. 10 at Indiana Invite 
1 7 at Illini Classic 
31 at Macomb 
Nov. 14 at NCAA reg. 
23 at NCAA nat. 
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oung men's tennis team looks to surprise 
After beginning practice on 
e Weller Tennis Courts, 
stem's tennis coach John 
nnett has seven new faces 
this year's men's team with 
ree returning starters, all 
phomores. 
The returners are George 
acey, Pat Mellin and Ryan 
rs. Macey played the No. 1 
gles position as a freshman 
t year and looks to be in 
same spot this year. 
Mellin will play somewhere 
the top four but also will be 
rt of a doubles team as 
n as Bennett decides who 
pair him up with. Last year 
as no problem as. Mellin 
now departed Jeff Streu! 
t on to compile an 18-0 
!es record. 
Pat isn't really a doubles 
yer, but when I noticed 
gs were going alright for 
when I left him in there, I 
ided to stick with him," 
nnett said. "He really 
ved to be a good set-up 
and consistently hit some 
baseline shots that were 
h to return thereby letting 
partner finish off the point 
r a weak return." 
Ivers last year played the 
. 5 position and is expected 
figure somewhere in the 
four this year. Ivers last 
r was also part of a sue-
! doubles team, but with 
e starters lost to gradua-
, the tea.m will have to rely 
mostly freshmen and 
omores to fill in. 
Two freshmen which 
high on are Brad 
and Dennis 
George Macey 
Alexander, both Bloomington 
High School products. Both 
are singles players, but most 
recently competed at the state 
high school tennis tournament 
on separate doubles teams. 
Rozboril's team finished fourth 
while Alexander's second. 
It looks like these two will 
be Bennett's No. 1 doubles 
team when the season official-
ly starts Sept. 14 at Indiana-
Purdue University in 
Indianapolis. 
The other two freshmen in 
terms of eligibility are 
Brandon Kuhl from 
Champaign Centennial High 
School and Brian Anderson 
from Jerseyville. Bennett likes 
Kuhl so far because of his 
aggressiveness on the court 
and says that while Anderson 
has a good serve, the rest of 
his game could use improve-
ment; which will come with · 
time. 
Sophomore Jeff Lindstrom 
is from the Peoria area, but' 
played a year of tennis at 
Bennett realizes he has a 
young team but says it can 
become better than last 
year's. "The key for us is to 
keep progressing and getting 
better as the season unfolds. I 
1 know if we keep building this 
team can be really good in a 
, year or two." 
As a result of the new team 
with the exception of the 
';! 
~ three returners, Bennett says 
' people won't care where they 
' . 
' /.2@~ 1117 i ~ 
John Bennett 
Northwest Louisiana State 
University before making the 
transfer. "Lindstrom looks 
good in singles so far, but I'm 
more impressed with his dou-
bles play," Bennett said. 
Bennett plans on pairing 
Lindstrom or Kuhl with Macey 
as a doubles team. 
Another sophomore is 
Robert Downing, a transfer 
from Judson College. Bennett 
assessed Downing much the 
way he did Anderson when he 
talked about his strong serve 
while at the same time need-
ing to concentrate more on 
the rest of his game. 
Last but not least on the list 
of newcomers is the local 
product, Brian Mercer from 
Mattoon. Mercer is in his 
junior year of eligibility, which 
has been used in part at Lake 
Land College. Bennett will 
plan on using Mercer first in 
doubles action but wants him 
to add power to his stroke 
before pitting him one on 
one. 
play among the top four sin-
gles because every match at 
those spots will be tough this 
fall. "We'll be a big underdog 
especially against conf ere nee 
foes," Bennett said. He added 
that the biggest question 
marks for the starting six posi-
tions will be at No. 5 and 6. 
"There'll be a big fight for 
those spots," he said. The rea-
son is because several of the 
new players are so equal in 
ability in singles competition it 
makes it hard to know who to 
start. Bennett might experi-
ment early on in the season. 
Speaking of the season, 
after it gets started at Indiana-
Purdue at Indianapolis, only 
five more dual matches and 
two tournaments are on the 
slate. The NCAA has restrict-
ed the tennis program to a 
mere 25 dates on which to 
play matches ... and that figure 
continues over into the spring 
season. 
Also, starting next fall, it 
looks like Eastern' s tennis 
teams will have to play rough-
1 y 75 percent of matches 
against division I competition. 
The NCAA will require teams 
to play the first twelve match-
es against Division I competi-
tion. Then any matches on 
the schedule beyond twelve 
must include 50 percent 
Division I competition. 
"It's a little deceiving about 
that 7 5 percent figure," 
Bennett said. "What happens 
if you play twelve matches 
against Division I oppOrients 
but then have only one match 
left against a small school on 
the schedule. You can't divide 
the match in half with a small 
school and another Division I 
school." 
Bennett sees the whole 
idea as detrimental to 
Eastern's program. "It 
destroys a lot of close conve-
nient matches for us if we are 
forced to live up to that 7 5 
percent figure," he said. 
"Also, we will have to travel a 
lot farther in the future with 
this new requirement." 
Bennett would rather start 
the fall season right now 
instead of waiting a couple 
weeks. 
"When you have to wait 
around and just practice and 
practice, it gets old. Everyone 
wants to play someone else, 
not just on the team, but from 
some other school. 
"Also, we've got some guys 
on the team who've been 
playing tennis on a regular 
basis since January. Right 
now they're probably going 
through a burn out phase, but 
I'd rather keep them in com-
petition against some other 
school as soon as possible." 
Bennett sees Eastern hav~. 
ing a good chance at beating 
Indiana-Purdue as not much 
has changed about the 
Indianapolis school since 
Eastern defeated them 7-2 last 
season. 
eturning starters hold key to womens tennis team 
1ve freshmen are the new-
rs to the women's tennis 
and will join Lisa Berg, 
resa Rumage, Samantha 
fers and Melissa Welch in 
ration for the fall season 
ich starts in the EIU 
tio~l~!?tl,~ 8. · he tJ:r' t are Terra 
kson , ie Sullivan, 
ta D a, tsfy Sims and 
ly Galer. Sims is from ! 
rleston High School and 
yed at No. 1 singles her ,...._ 
ior season. Sullivan and 
are from Peoria , 11 
mond High School, while r A ~TrD lU 
r is from Hillsboro. Samantha Wulfers 
rickson is from Rockford even better." 
lem High School and will 'Tm glad to have Galer 
bably play at No. 2 or 3 too," Ross said. "She's not just 
gles according to head a hard worker, but also is will-
ch John Ross. ing to put in that extra time 
Of the group of new play- outside of practice to become 
, Ross said they're all very better." 
'ck and will add welcomed Ross said Stephanie Sullivan 
ed and endurance. "That's would surprise a lot of people 
mething we lacked last this year. "She's sort of what 
r," Ross said. "This group, you'd call a sleeper, but she 
gh, has a good work ethic worked real hard over the 
d seems to play a little summer to improve her game 
ve the normal freshmen and keeps the ball in play con-
1 of tennis." sistently during a long point." 
Another thing Ross likes is Ross added that he thought 
team's coachability. "Kristy Dua and Erickson would be 
is a devil of a worker in good net players. "I think it's 
ctice," he said. She's also because they're not afraid to 
a good athlete and if she approach the net and take the 
tinues to work this hard it chance on the point," he said. 
n't be long before sb~!J. ~e . ".R.qs_s, 9!sp _said Erickson had a 
-----·- - ----- ----, ·- ~....,. ... . _..,... ___ ..... '- ·- - - - -··------
probably stick Erickson with Bay participating. The next 
someone." week will bring the University 
Ross thinks the team is a lit- of Missouri, Illinois-Chicago 
tie ahead of last year in terms and Northern Illinois for 
of conditioning and play on another tournament Sept. 25-
the court. "The key for us will 26. 
be to have our returning play- Eastern will then go to the 
ers step up and show some Millikin Invitational Oct. 2-3 
leadership and I think they're and will be joined by Indiana 
all going to do it." State and Olney Central 
"They're all in great physi- College. "Indiana State's 
cal shape and have upped always tough," Ross said. 
their garne a notch or two over "And so is Illinois-Chicago. I've 
the summer," Ross said. At the never seen them but I'm sure 
same time, however, Ross real- they'll be tough when we face 
izes he has no one on the some of their players the week 
team that has been here more before we go to Millikin." 
than one year coming inte this Eastern looks to be the 
season. favorite in the Millikin Invite as 
- a r tflrn ~ '7 "A lot of our success will they won it last year over a 
Lisa Berg depend on how we jell togeth- University of Missouri team. 
good backhand and passing er," Ross said. "I know we've October 9-11 will be what 
game for doubles. got a little tougher schedule Ross calls the toughest part of 
Ross doesn't know yet ahead of us than last year but the fall season. "That's going 
where people will fit but he we're going to be tough to to be extremely challenging," 
had some idea based on the beat if this team continues to he said when speaking of the 
returning players· and what work hard and show me things Ball State Invitational. "There 
he's seen among the newcom- in practice." you've got several of the best 
ers so far. "Theresa Rumage While the team has accom- teams in Division I throughout 
most likely will be back at No. plished some good things in the midwest and I'm sure we'll 
1 and Wulf ers and Erickson practice, Ross feels there may really have some stiff competi-
will either be at No. 2 or 3." be time to work on the little tion." 
Senior Lisa Berg will fit in things that a team usually Eastern is also slated to take 
anywhere from No. 4-6, as will doesn't get a chance to work part in the Western Illinois 
sophomore Melissa Welch. on until the season has official- Invitational Oct. 16-17. There 
"We really haven't concen- ly started. 'Tm talking about they'll have to face Indiana 
trated on our doubles game at things like placement of shots State right away. 
this point," Ross said. "But I and control," Ross said. "But Western will be pretty 
would guess Rumage and As mentioned, the season good this year, too," Ross 
Wulfers would hold down the will start at Eastern Sept. 18 added. Western is the one ten-
No. 1 spot with Berg and with St. Ambrose College of nis team that goes with 
Welch at No. 2 or 3. Then for Davenport, Iowa, the U of I Eastern to the Mid-Con this 
the third -· doubles team I'll and maybe Wisconsin-Green year." 
I ! ~- -------------· --- •-· -.~ .._..,..., -.....-.._-.. -.-~r""-w.-.---- --~ __ ,,, 
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Sports inf orrnation deserves credit 
By DANIEL DORT 
Staff writer 
There is a tiny office, not 
much bigger than a walk-in 
closet, in Lantz Gym by the 
pool. Many people do not 
even know that this office 
exists, and most of those that 
do, don't know what goes on 
there. That office is the home 
of Eastern's sport's informa-
tion department. 
Dave Kidwell, a 1970 grad-
uate of Eastern and the 
school's director of sport's 
information since 1972, 
works with his full-time assis-
tant Darrin Byran in perform-
ing a variety of vital functions 
pertaining to Eastern athletics. 
"We -try to provide the 
new's media with as much 
information about the school's 
athletic program in the most 
positive manner possible," 
Kidwell said. 
"We write news releases about 
teams and individuals and we 
put out media guides for all 19 
sports," he added. 
However, putting out media 
guides for all 19 sports can be 
much more difficult than it 
sounds especially since they 
are written, edited and 
designed · out of the sport's 
information office. Kidwell 
added that the media guides 
range from 40 pages to an 8 
1/2 by 11 inch two-fold. In 
addition to the media guides, 
Kidwell's office puts out pro-
grartts kfr €very nome football 
and basketball game. 
.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·-·.·-· 
Dave Kidwell 
Kidwell also explained that 
the sport's information office 
is also responsible for keeping 
statistics at basketball , base-
ball, football, volleyball and 
softball games. 
Having done this job since 
1972, Kidwell believes that 
the media has gotten too car-
ried away with statistics. 
"We have tried to get away 
from using too many statis-
tics," he said. "We try to stress 
the human interest angle of 
the story. 
Many perks accompany his 
job, and he has has witnessed 
some memorable moments in 
the schools athletic history. 
"I've been lucky enough to 
be a part of some great 
events," he said. "The 1976 
men's basketball team that fin-
ished third in the nation in 
Division II by winning 15 
games in a row was a very 
special moment for me," he 
said. 
"Also, I will never forget 
our 1978 football team that 
won the national champi-
onship after going 1-10 the 
year before. 
My other favorite moment 
was the success of last year's 
men's basketball team and its 
first ever NCAA tournament 
appearance." 
Not only are there 
moments that Kidwell will 
never forget but there are also 
some great athletes that left 
their mark on him as well. 
"In my opinion, some of 
the best athletes that have 
passed through here are Jeff 
Gossett , Poke Cobb, Kevin 
Duckworth, and Marty Pattin," 
he said. "There are a lot 
more, but those are the guys 
that made an impression on 
me." 
Kidwell, who claims that his 
job is a "seven day a week 
thing" from September to 
May, explained that techno-
logical wonders like the fax 
machine and statistical soft-
ware have made his job easier. 
"The advances in technolo-
gy have made my job easier 
but without the help of my 
assistant, student volunteers, 
and an extremely cooperative 
coaching staff I could not do 
my job," he said. "I don't mind 
all the wor~ because I love my 
job, I love sports, except pro 
basketball, and I love working 
with people." 
Panther golf tea111 
looks for experience 
By JASON SWOPE 
Staff Writer 
The Eastern golf team has a 
lot of returning players from 
last season. 
Returning from last years 
squad are seniors Tom Rank 
and Bill Frain, junior Craig 
Cassata and sophomore Brian 
Holmes. 
Other keys players returning 
from last years squad are Brad 
Schwartzwalder, Tom 
Morrison, Mike Haase and 
John Armstrong. 
"We have a lot of returning 
.players, we should be experi-
enced," said golf coach Paul 
Leuken. 
Leuken hopes that the com-
bination of experience and 
youth will work. Jon Ranken 
and Jamie Reid are both new 
players that Leuken has high 
hopes for. Another new player 
is last year red-shirt Jeff 
Schuette. 
"A big key for this year is to 
get those guys a lot of time 
and then see how things devel-
op," Leuken said, "There are 
some new players that should 
be able to help us out." 
Lueken says he is going to 
use the fall season to give the 
young players some valuable 
playing experience. 
"We have a lot of excellent, 
young players in our system," 
he said. "I hope to give them 
some exposure during the fall 
season." 
Lueken said he thinks the 
Panthers will do very well 
against other schools beca 
the golf program is in t 
same company as the oth 
school's they will be playing. 
Although, Rank, Frai 
Cassata and Holmes appear 
be capable of being capta' 
Leuken said he does not kn 
at this time whether he 
pick a captain for the team. 
"Right now we don't ha 
captain," Leuken said. "I 
looking for somebody w 
wants to be a leader." 
Leuken said he would like 
see his team have some 
cess this season, but his N 
priority is seeing the te 
improve as the season g 
on. 
"I just hope we can get 
ter each time we go and 
in a tournament," Leuken 
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•AD MATCH 
• OPEN 24 HOURS 
• FOOD STAMPS 
ACCEPTED 
• ZEROX SERVICE 
•LOTTO 
(WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER) 
GUARANTEED!!! 
LOWEST PRICES EVERY DA 
~#----$ 
::Check our ~ 
Red Tag & ctr 
Green Tag $ 
Specials Every ~ 
Day of the ctr 
Week $ 
OF THE WEEK! 
Good Luck Panthers! 
